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This thesis is a qualitative anaiysis of the Winnipeg Credit Circle program h m a

feminist perspective.

The Credit Circle program is a Community Ecommic

Development (CED)strategy, based on the peer lending mode1 deveioped by the
Grameen Bank in Bangladesh

The program comprises three prllnary components:

business skills training, support and access to credit It is intendecl to assist low-incorne

people (the rnajority of participants are women) to take pater control over the economic

and employment aspects of theu lives. There are an increasing number of these types of
programs around the world because of the 'success' of the Grameen Bank;therefore, it is
considered important to determine *der

the programs are fulfilling their stated

objectives generally and in the North Amencan context
Three primary research questions guided the data collection and analysis: 1s the

Winnipeg Credit Circle fulfilling its mandate?; Are program parücipants meeting their

own goals for business and employment?; and Do the Winnipeg Credit Circle and the
peer lending mode1 have the transformatory potential to move beyond fulfilling women's
practical needs to fuüilling strategic gender interests? These questions were derived as a
resuit of the researcher's penonal experiences and assumptions about CED, and fiom
reviewing the literature of femuiist critiques of economics; the progressive stream of

CED; wornen's CED activities; and critiques of planning theory. These questions were
dso examined through the experiences of 17 program participants, al1 women The

information was gathered by semi-stnictured, indepth interviews. The methodology and
&îa

analysis were idormecl by qualitative research methods.

lt is d i f f d t to g e n e h about the women who were inte~ewedbecause they

corne fiom diverse backgrounds, but patterns of cornmon experiences do emerge. The

general perception fiom the women intervied is that the program's p r h a q goal is to

assist people with low-incornes with traimng and access to me&, so they may start their
own business and eventually become self-srifficienî, and for those in receipt of provincial
income assi-ce

benefits, so they may get off that system These goals are also

consistent with the goals the women identifieci for thernselves . But the program's goals
and objectives are broader.than this and include reference ta CED principles. A majority

of the women (eleven) felt the program had the potential to meet the program goals they
identifid There was much less familiarity with the C E 'principles, although some
women were actively engaging in activities defined as CED practice. It is difficuit to

conclude thai the women Ml1 achieve self-sufnciency, because this is a long-km goal,

and the data were gathered within the first years of the women starting their businesses.
The final research question was based on a kamework developed by Maxine

Molyneaux (1983) where she distinguishes between practical and stmtegic gender
interests. Kate Young (1988) elaborated on this framework introducing the concept of
'transformatory potential', Le. those needs or interests which have the potemtial for

engendenng change. This research examined this concept in terms of what conditions
might be necessary to create a conducive environment for 'transformatory potential' to

be generated and/or realized The Winnipeg Credit Circle and SEED Winnipeg or
Supporting Employmeat and Economic Development at present incorporate some, but
not dl, of these conditions.

In conclusion, the program is providing the opportuaity for women

to

d

e

changes in their lives. But whether these changes wili be sustained in the long-tem

remains to be seen and requires that program providers monitor partmipane' activities
into the futrne.

[f

program providers see the program as fitting within CED as an

alternative economic paradigm, the principles must be incorporateci into the
organizational struaure and the education cUmculum. If prognun providers define the
Winnipeg Credit Circle as a business development strategy assisting individuals to start a

d

l business then they appear to be meeting this g d .

This thesis could not have k e n WCit&enwithout the support and assistance of
many people. 1 would like to thank the Winnipeg Credit Circle and SEED Winnipeg for
giving me the opportunity to do the research M y sincere thanks goes to al1 the women I
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1 would also like to thank the members of my examking cornmittee who were
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to the University of Manitoba for fuiancial assistance through their bursary program; and
to CUPE 1004 for their scholarship.

Chapter One:

InbPduction

The Winnipeg Credit Circle operates under SEED Winnipeg, (which stands for

Supporting Employment and Ewnomic Development) a non-profit organization that

assists people with a low-incorne to establish their own micrwnterprise'. The Credit
Circle is based on the peer-lending model of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh and was
created to enable primarily womem to access credit in an effort to alleviate their poverty.

This peer-lending model has been replicated d l over the world. Currently in Canada,
there are approxirnately 24 programs based on this model. I am interested in this mode1
because it attempts to provide participants (rnostly women) with the necessary resources
to start their own business and gain more control over ecommic and employrnent issues

in their individual lives. Since the model onginated in the Third World it is also

necessary to examine how it has been adapted for the North Amencan context Many of
the programs based on this model, including the Winnipeg Credit Circle, are guided by

community economic development (CED) principles.
The Winnipeg Credit Circle has k e n operathg since October 1995. It was

originally designed for women with the intention of including men at a later date. At the
time of the tieldwork ninety-five per cent of the participants were women with different

backgrounds, experiences and geographic locations in Winnipeg.

There was also

diversity in their age, culture and ethnicity. For the most part they had one goal in
common and that is to start their own business. Another circumstance many of the
women shared is that they are living in poverty or close to its edges. The focus of this
research was on women's experiences, because as Penny Gurçtein (1996) states, recent
research on commimity development often e~asesand rarely acknowledges gender

ciifference. As well, Susan Fainstein ( 1992) argues that focusing on issues most relevant
to women's lives could redefine the criterion for evaluating planning outcornes corn
'economic developmem' to improving the economic and social situation of women.
The Winnipeg Credit Circle program is wmprised of three prhary components:

business skills training; support; and access to credit. At the end of the training proparticipants form d

t circles or groups of four to six people who begin working

together to finalize business plans and secure individual loans through the Assiniboine
Credit Union The participants begin the program with a focus on making changes in
their individual lives; however, the mode1 requires that individuals must work with and
depend upon others through group decision-making and group responsibiliîy

-

key

components for community development So, while the initial focus is on the individual,
in order to be successfbl the individual m u t rely on o h , thereby requiring each person
to broaden her own focus.
1.2

Goals and Objectives of the Research

The primary goal of this research is to examine and evaluate the Winnipeg Credit
Circle, through the perceptions and experiences of 17 program participants. Three
research questions are addressecl in this project:

i. Is the Winnipeg Credit Circle fultilling its mandate, as determineci through the
experiences of program participants?

ii. Are program participants meeting their own goals for business and employment?
iii. Do the Winnipeg Credit Circle and the peer-lending mode1 have the transformatory

potential to move beyond fiiifilling women's practical needs to fulfilling strategic
gender ixrterests?
The related objectives of this research thus include:
detemining how participants feel the program is meeting their needs and

fulfilling their individual goals;
defining the mandate of the Winnipeg Credit Circle and SEED Winnipeg and
deteminhg whether this mandate is king Nfilled according to the
participants;
setting out the criteria for tramformatory potential;
fitting the peer-lending mode1 into the broader context of CED;

defining and describing the orgaaizational fmmework of SEED Winnipeg and

the Credit Circle;
linking peer lending and CED and planning; and
providing constructive feedback for SEED Winnipeg and the Winnipeg Credit

Circle program.

Community economic devetopment is both a concept and a strategy for groups

and individuals t o begin talcing back some measure of control of the local economy fiom

the market and the state. Peer lending is one such strategy. Lucy Alderson and Melanie
Conn (1994), founders of WornenFutures CommUDIty Development Society, state that

there are wide variations in how CED is uiterpreted in spite of its growing prevalence.
Eric Shragge (1993), academic and author, argues that CED is a response to the filure of
our advanceci capitalist system to meet the basic needs of an increasingly large part of the

population through the market.

The market has produceci extendeci periods of

unernployment, precarious low-wage jobs, and total exclusion of many from the labour
market. As a consequence, a large segment of the population has been marginaiized
politically and socially (Bid.) Michael Clague (1989) categorizes two streams of CED at one end of the continuum is the social change Stream and at the other end is the
business-style Stream. The latter is primarily about economic development in the
conventional sense, where growth of the private sector is stimulatecl (Shragge, 1993). In
some of these cases, CED is equated with local economic development and almost no
changes have k e n made to the guiding assumptions, preferred took, fimdamental power
relationships and hierarchical organhational structures. All that appears to be modified

is the fanguage. At the other end of the continuum, CED is seen as a strategy that
changes the way economic development is defined and mates new oppominities for

participation by community members. Given the variety of CED activities it is necessary

to detennine where dong this continuum peer lending and the Winnipeg Credit Circle fit.
The assumption in this research is that they fit within the 'social change' stream, but this

will be examined more closely.

The 'new' or globaiized economy has resdted in increased instability in the job
market This bas translated bto high and steady rates of unemployment, decreasing
wages and job insecurity for many 'average' people. As a resdc p a r t h e , short-terni

and contract work, temporary employment and certain types of selfemployment are
becoming more common This type of work is ofien characterized by low skill, low
wages and includes few benefits (Armstrong and Armstrong, 1994). This papa focuses

on selfemployment for women, particularly poor women. Chapter Two outiines the
profoumi growtb in women's selfemployment in the last 25 years. However, in spite of
this growth, women d l experience numerous gender-specific barriers to the successful

creation and operation of their own businesses (WRED, 1996; Belcourt, et al., 199 1). As
a result, there are iacreasing numbers of innovative selkmployment programs which

kgin with the assumption that these barriers must be overcome in order to as&

individuals to becorne selfimployed.

Typically these programs recognize the

individual's strengths, skills, aptitudes, interes&and experiences (Edgcornb, et al., 1996).
Group or peer lending or loan circle programs are one such strategy, developed by the

Grameen Bank.
The Grameen Bank in Bangladesh has been in existence since the early seventies

(Holcombe, 1995) and was designed to provide access to credit for large nurnbers of
impoverished people (McMurty, 1993). The peer-lending model was originally designed
for a Third World context but is king used around the world. In order for the mode1 to
be of use it is necessary to adapt it to suit local conditions. Edgcomb

et

ai. (1996),

indicate that much enthusiasm has k e n generated by this group lending program

strategy. Therefore, criticai examinafions of these programs are warrante& to determiw
the extent to which individual programs are fulfilling theïr promise for overwming the

barriers to selfemployment through the provision of training, access to credit and
community development

The Winnipeg Credit Circle took on its first 18 participants (ail women) in
September 1995. Since that thne approximately 40 more people have joined the program

and are at different stages. Mt everyone has come to the program via the same route.
Most of the participants have come as an individuai with a business idea Some of the
participants have come to the program with an organized group. Some have received
training elsewhere and come to the program to secure a loan. mers are presently on

provincial incorne assistance while others are holding dom full- or part-time jobs. Many
of the individuals corne to the program with few business skills. Most are unable to
access credit through financial institutions or other prograrns. Individuals may also be

lacking in personal confidence and self-esteem, both necessaq requirements for selfernployment. Not ail the participants with a business idea receive a loan.
The Winnipeg Credit Circle program is growing rapidly. As well, because the
program is new and there is so much interest in if now is a good time to examine the

program more closely. Staff and the Board monitor how the program is succeeding
through the number of businesses launched, loans authorized and the rates of repayrnent.
Instnictors also elicit evaluations of the program fkom program participants. These
evaiuations are usefiil and important because they provide immediate feedback but their

usefulness is limited in ternis of determinhg the long-tem impact of the training course

on the iadividual's business or general well-king (Edgcomb et al., 19%). While thk

study may not determine long-term impacts it will provide a base fkom which frdure
evaluation can be compared. As well, the program has wt been examined or evaluated

through the eyes of the participants together with an outside researcher. Evaluating the
program from the perspective of the participants is one characteristic of qualitative
research. It is this method that informs data collection and &ta analysis for this research
project The framework outlined by Maxine Molyneaux is also wd to examine the

Winnipeg Credit Cïrcle.
13

PracticaI Gender Needs and Strate& Gender Interats

Maxine Molyneaux (1983) developed a h e w o r k which distuiguishes between
women's interests, practical gender interem and strategic gender interests. Molyneaux
agrees that women's needs and hterests are cornplex and often conflicting; therefore, one
cannot generalize about them, but she argues that women may have certain gender

interests in common Practical gender interposition in society, while strategic gender inter-

are those which result fiom women's
refers to those interests which result

fiom the structure and nature of women's relationships with men (ibzd) Kate Young
builds on Molyneaux's analysis and introduces the concept of "tramformatory potentid"
which she refers to as those "practical needs which have greater potential for
engendering change" ( 1988:1 5). Other authors have utilized and elaborated Molyneaux's

framework in their anaiysis of women andor gender inclusion in development theory,
research, practice and policy development Criticisms have also been aimed at îheories

of need dennition and interpretation. These discussions are elaborated more fully in

Chapter Two.
The assurnption guiding this research is tbat the Winnipeg Credit Circle program,

which is based on the peer-lending mode1 and is a C m stnitegy, is assisting women to

meet their practical need of eaming an incorne through selfemployment Young's
concept of %ansformatory potential" is used to examine to what extent the Credit Circle

program might begin meeting women's strategic gender interests. Given that meeting the
latter interests is a long-term venture, and requires society to reexamine and modify
women's position in society, it is not possible to determine with certainty that the Credit

Circle has what it takes to facilitate this role. However, there do appear to be certain
conditions, principles and values that a program or organization could incorporate to
cultivate the 'potential' descnbed by Young. Chapter T'bree lays out six conditions
which have been derived from reviewing the literahire on: the progressive stream of
CED, feminist critiques of economics, and women's CED activities. Chapter Four

examines the Winnipeg Credit Circle and SEED Winnipeg, describes the interview
process and provides profiles of the women who were interviewe& Chapter Five
analyzes the ttiree research questions introduced on page two of this chapter. The

analysis in Chapter Five is based on the experiences of the 17 participant interviews.
Chapter Six summarizes the research, relates the research to the field of planning, and
outlines some possibil ities for future research.

Rimary data was gaîhered by informal face-to-face interviews. The nature of the
inte~ews
was qualitative and open-ended but specinc questions guided the discussions.

Refer to Appendix VI for a copy of the participant i n t e ~ e wguide and prompts.
Approximately one-third of the participants in the program as of Febniary 1997, or
seventeen participants, were interviewecf for this researcb Seiection of interviewees was
based on a number of variables: when they entered the program; whether they entered the

program as a member of a pre-formed group or as an individual; whether they received

training in another program pior to joining the Credit Circle program; and whether or
not they received a loaa An attempt was also made to i n t e ~ e w
two different memben

from a circle in order to gain some perspective.
As required by University of Manitoba guidelines, the proposed work inciuding

the research outline, contact information, interview guide and lerter of infomed consent
was submitted for approval by Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Architecture. Ethics

approval was granted in January 1997. Refer to Appendices II, III and V for the

htroducîion of the research in the Credit Circle Newsletter, a copy of the initial contact
prompt, and a copy of letter of informed consent for inte~ewees.
As well as the Credit Circle participants, key informants were i n t e ~ e w e dThese

people included Credit Circle instructon, the General Manager of SEED Winnipeg,
Assiniboine Credit Union's Chief Credit Officer and Community Development Officer,
one member of SEED's

Board of Directors, two members of the Credit Circle

Management Committee, and consultants used to set up the program. Refer to Appendix

VI for the names of the key informan6 ime~ewed. The purpose of these interviews is
to provide information on the evolution and on-going fùuctioniog of the program.
Appendix Vm includes interview guides and prompts for these interviews.

Pro-

reports, anoual reports and newspaper clippings supplemented the

interviews.

A letter of agreement was signed between the researcher and SEED

Winnipeg to access these resources. Refer to Appendix 1 for a copy of the letter.
The methodology for this research is qualitative and infomied by Sandra Kirby

and Kate McKenna (1989), Jan Barnsley and Diana Ellis (1992), Janice L. Ristock and
Joan Penne11 ( 19%), Diana Ellis et al. ( 1990) and Margot Ely et ai. (1991). They provide

practical information for doing research based on their own experiences as univenity and
comunity researchers and as fdnists. Common characteristics of qualitative research

as outlined by the above researchen is that there is no one universal rnethod; the
information provideci by an interviewe needs to be understood within the context of her
life; the persons being studied speak for themselves; the pmess is interactive and
consists of continual critical reflection; and the voices and experiences of the
interviewees guide the research.

Ely et al. state tbat qualitative researchers often begin with "interests, passions

and questions" (1991:16). 1 became interested in the Credit Circle by asking "how can
women's home-based work be linked to CED?"
experiences of women in this pro-

1 aiso became interested in the

because of my involvement in community

development work which focused on people living in poverty. While doing this antipoverty advocacy work I often felt that while it was valuable it was often only a band-aïd.

One of the primary assumptions guiding this research is that I believe the Credit Circle is

one means for women to take sorne wntrol over their lives, at least the economic
dimension. But I have a concem that the ernployment options end up king income
supplements instead of proving to be real alternatives. 1 am also ambivalent as to
whether this and sirnilar programs, and CED in general, mn generate long-tenn

fundamental change to the existing social, political and economic order. Kirby and

McKetioa (1989) refer to these personal assumptions as 'conceptual baggage'. They state
that

by documenting and reflecting upon these assumptions throughout the research

process "another layer of data is revealed for investigation" (ibid.:32).

Ristock and Penne11 (1996) present a methdology which they cal1 'research as
empowement'.

They define this as an approach to research that seeks to effect

empowement at al1 stages of the research process through critical anaiysis of power and
responsible use of power. They argue that 'research as empowement' uses strategis
similar to those used in participatory action research, which combine reflection and
action to generate 'leaming by doing7(1996: 11). 'Research as empowennent' seeks to
include individuais or groups who are likely to hold alternative views, and who are not
conventionaily thought of as having the knowledge and skills to design, conduct or
evaluate research These individuals or groups may participate in research in a variety of
roles including research jxuticipants, or research evaluators, or usen of a program or

service. Regardles of the roles that the uidividuals assume, 'research as empowement'
seeks to shift power relations so that their views are valued They also play a critical role

in data gathering and anaipis (ibid) In this research, the program participants have not

played a role in the design of the research projecf but rather the program is examiaed

through their experiences, thereby placing theu voices at the fore of the research. The
intent is to value and vaiidate their experiences as participants in the Credit Circle
program. Criticisms have been expressed that eXpenential accounf~are anecdotal (Code,
1995: 18). While the experiences of the participants may not be generalized to everyone

that has ever k e n irwolved in a peer lending program there are some experiences in
common and these are useful for determining pattern of experiences.

Regardhg the interview process, Kirby and McKenna (1989) state that in
traditional research models, the researcher is not norrndy considered a source of
information. They argue that for quality inte~ewing,a sense of equality must exist
between the person gathering the information and the person whose knowledge is being

sought A format which combines pre-formed questions and questions which emerge
throughout the interview is optimal because it is possible for the research participants to
take a more active role and to help guide and shape the research interaction (ibid) This
method was used for guiding the inte~ews.A questionnaire was not used because I
wanted to hear the women's present experiences and fiiture aspirations and this type of
information is difficult to gather from closed question questionnaires. The questions

used to guide the interviews were developed by examining the research questions, the
literahire reviewed, and rny knowledge of the Credit Circle program.

The methodology introduced by Ristock and Pennell (1996) requires
acknowiedgment and critical d y s i s of the power relatiomhip that exists between

researcher and parûcipnt. Ristock and Pennell therefore argue that the researcher needs

to constantly engage in self-reflection in attempts to locate her/himseif within the

questions king asked

This includes reflecting on the wntext and location of the

interviews and what influence these rnay have had 1 have attempted to do this by
keeping notes of my experiences and reflections duri~gthe wune of the interviews and
data dysis. Reviewing i n t e ~ e wtapes and transcnpts soon &er the i n t e ~ e wwas

cornpleted allowed me to consider different issues that codd be rai& in subsequent
interviews. This also aîlowed me to mod@ some of the i n t e ~ e w
questions, particularly

after the first couple of interviews. 1 attempted to be sensitive to this power dynamic in
other ways. I tried to accommodate the needs of the interviewees with respect to the time

and the place of the interview. My introduction included informing the individual how 1
came to be interested in the program and a description of my work as a welfare advocate.
I believe this information made the inte~eweesfeel more wmfortable and that 1 was

'on their side.' This also enabled me to let them know that I had m e idea of some of
the issues they faced when deaiing with tbat system.
Accountability to the participants was attained through different means.

Interview questions were used to guide the interview.

But in some instances the

interviews twk on a less-stnictured format because the wornen wanted to talk about
something important to them. This was not discouraged. The data analysis consisted of

looking for experiences the women had in common But in at least one instance 1
discussed one women's experience even though she was the only one who expressed it

because it was an important issue to her and she had not felt heard by program pmviden.

The interviews were tape-recorded and upon completion of al1 the interviews they were

tran~crt'bedverbatim to

ensure theù words and experiences were accurately reported

The identity of the interviewees was held io cofidence. Thei names were not used and

any direct teference to personal information which rnight reveal their identity was
modified
Kirby and McKenna (1989) are aitical of m a h î m m research becaw it tends to

ignore many areas of peoples' experience. They argue that research needs to incorporate
the personal and political context from which knowledge is created as part of the data

gathering process. They want to demystie the research process in order to open up the
way laiowledge is created.

Kirby and McKenna also argue that research fiom the

margins is a necessary part of action for change so the lives and experiences of
traditionally rnarguialked people are heard and can empower them to research their own
situations and evolve their own solutions. Research f?om the mar-

is not research on

people nom the margins, but research by, for, and with them (1989: 28). Sandercock
(1995) argues that plamers must Men to the 'voices h m the borderlands', Le. voices of

people with colour and those who are marginaiized because they provide insight into
what is wrong with our society, £tom theu stance, and

to begh addressing these wrongs.

aialso

provide the means by which

These voices challenge assumptions of a

homogeneous society and push us to embrace difference and divenity. This challenge
also requires that we examine how knowledge is produced, by whom and for what
purposes (ibid.) One of the purposes of this research project is to evaluate the Winnipeg

Credit Circle. The intention is that the experiences of the women who have participated
in the prognun kui provide valuable feed-back so that the prognun can be improved for

futirre participants. According to Garry Loewen, Generai Manager of SEED Winnipeg,

since its inception the organization bas k e n evaluating its prognuns, both formally and
informaiiy, to do a betîer job. My hope is that this rrsearch will add to this.
Jan Barnsley and Diana Ellis (1992) are community researchers with The

Women's Research Centre in Vancouver. They focus on doing research for change which
they cal1 'participatory action research'or 'action research'. They argue that this research

is part of an ongoing process for change.

It is an aid to action and a tool for

empowermeat, not an end in itself The intention is that research findings will be

applied They argue that action research rnakes possible "the developrnent of strategies

and programs based on r d life experiences d e r than theones or assumptions"(ibid.:
10). Because this research project revolves aromd a community organkation 1 believe it

is important to incorporate a rnethodology that has been derived from that context. But
this project is dso an academic exercise and therefore theory informs the research

process and the analysis of the data

Diana Ellis, Gayla Reid, and Jan Barnsley ( 1 990)outline a 'how to' approach for
participant-focused evaluation which begins with the perspectives and interests of the
group. They argue evaluation can serve a number of ciiffirent purposes:
it helps to develop and maintain perspective on the work or project at hand;
it provides the individuals in a group an opportunity to step back fiom the daily

demands and get a sense of the big pictuce;
it helps with planning
it provides the rneans by which to analyze the work (ibid.)

It is my hope that this research will fulfill some of these purposes- k a u s e I am extemal

to the organhtion 1have no control as to whether any of the concems or issues raised by

the program participants and outlined in this document will be addressed by program
providers.

Ristock and Pennell (1996) distinguish between 'fornative evaluation' and

'summative evaluation'. The former is aimed at assessing how a program is operating in
order to determine wbat, if any, modifications are necessary. The latter is aimed at
judguig whether a program wanaots continued support.

By using

a case example,

Ristock and Pennell state that the organUation used the evaluation report to map out a
blueprint for cbange. This process requires that the orgaaizatioo take the time and the
effort to critically d y z e the report hdings of any evaluation Accurding to Gould and
Parzen (1990) in the concIuding chapter of Enierprising Wumen prognim evaluation is
critical in spite of the often limited resources available to engage in this activity. But if

CED activities like the Winnipeg Credit Circle are going to grow and develop, and learn

fiom its own mistakes, ngorous program evaluatioo is crucial (ibid.) This research takes
the form of 'formative evaiuation',
1.5

Data Analysis
Kirby and McKenna (1989) warn against interpreting material at the early stages

of data gathering.

They caution it is necessary to record accurately with little

interpretation Ely et al. (1991) and Ristock and Pennell ( 1 996) argue that analysis and
data collection continually overlap. Some &ta analysis occurred through the selfreflection process and reviewing the tapes and notes upon completing an interview which

enabled me to improve future interviews. But full-fiedged data analysis did not occur
mtil dl the i n t e ~ e w were
s
wmplete.

According to Bamsley and Ellis (19921, research anaiysis is the process of

bringing order to the data, organiang what is there into patterns, categories, and basic
descriptive Mits. Lnterpretation involves attaching a meaning and significance to the
anaiysis, explainhg descriptive pattems, and lwking for relationships and luikages
among the descriptions. Analysis begins by reviewing that &ta and trying to make note
of patterns of respoflses which are examineci for theù repetitiveness (ibzd: 60). This c m

be done by creating meaningful categories which involves going through transcripts and
notes detemiring 'What is the smdest meaningfûî chunk of log narrative that 1 will cd1
a category?' 'What concept does it imply?' 'What categories will help me to organize the

essential aspects of what is written here?'(Ely

et al, 199 1:145). Data items and groupings

of &ta items are examined in terms of general and specific patterns that reveal

themselves through the process of reading and rereading (Kirby and McKenna, 1989).
According to Ely et al. (1991), it is necessary to explain reasoning for deciding on
categories and groupings because they may not be apparent and an outsider might see
different categories and themes.
This method of creating categories has k e n referred to as the constant

comparative method (Kirby and McKenna, 1989) and precedes by grouping together
various statements that have some cummonality. These gradually develop a category for
analysis. A categoxy is frnther refined by continuing to include items or by comparing it

with other categories king developed It is appropriate to stop including items when the

category is 'samted', or when fitrther data no long enhance theoreticai understanding of
the concept (Ristock and Penne14 1996). When a category is 'saturateci' there is enough

information

to

make statements with a cornfortable degree of certainty (Kirby and

McKenna, 1989:138). For example, items may be added to a category to detennine the

number of interviewees expressing a certain view, thereby determining which views are
the most prevalent (Ristock and Pennell, 1996).

The questions used during the

i n t e ~ e w and
s the assumptions I have outlined fonned the data anaiysis fnunework.

According to Kirby and McKenna, the review of literature may occur at any time
during the proces. But they caution it is necessary to have a fim grasp of the primary

data before one reviews other information (1989: 123). Barnsley and Ellis on the other
hand state that later in the process the researcher should compare the literature review
with the other data Links and gaps must be wted ( 1992: 6 1). I began with a literature

review because 1 was unfarniliar with the research area Upon completion of the
i n t e ~ e w Is began analyzing the data. Mer an initial review of the data I preceded with

the literanûe review. For this research the two methods of information gathering are
inforining each other and overlapping to allow for richer interpretation.
Kirby and McKenna present a schema that represents an o v d l progression for

the method they propose (1989: 128). The schema illustrates an d y s i s which is based
on dynamic relationships between data, between categories and the changing links

between categories. They argue that analysis emerges from this constant reflection

They elabrate on Glaser and Strauss's (1967)The Discovery of Grormded Theory by
prioritizing two components of 'intembjectivity' and 'critical reflection on the social

wntext' (1989: 129). 'Intemibjectivityc refers to giving the voica of the participants
prionty in the d y s i s . They argue that contributions î50m documentation and existing

theory will be included later in the process @id)

Banisley and Ellis remind the

researcher to let what the participants say guide the research (1992: 61). 'Critical
reflection on the social cootexf refers to examinhg the social reality in *ch

these

individuais live their everyday Iives (1989: 130). Kirby md McKenna argue tbat givïng
these two priority throughout the anaiysis meam that the researcher is able to hear and
a f i m the words and expenences of the participants and at the sarne t h e is able to

critically reflect on the structures that innuence theù lives (1989: 130). Some of the
women i n t e ~ e w e dmade a point of stating they did not want to be defined in terxns of
k i n g a welfare recipient, for example, as it is only one facet of their complex lives.

Attempts were made to ensure their experiences remah rooted in the social context

My hope is that this research will be critically reviewed by the organization and
some of the recommendations implemented While the report can serve as an evaluation
tool, the literature review has reveaied there is very Little about peer lending programs,
particularly in the Canadian wntext. Therefore, the hope is that this research will add to

this literature. The peer-lending model is a commmity-based initiative that is growing in
numbea. This research could be of use to organizations wanting to start up such a
Prom.
1.6

Limitations of Researcb
At the time of the fieldwork stage of this project the program was quite young,

only 1 % years. Therefore, it is not possible to project how participation in this program

will have any long-term influence on the economic and employment situation of the
individual parûcipant It does provide some conte* for which SEED Winnipeg can do
some future c o m ~ s o n s .However, it is r e c o g n k â that the data was collected at one
point in time and things are mnstantiy changing with the program and with participants,

so some the hdings may lose their devance after a tirne.
This study is not coacemed *th causal relations as they might be examined in

the quasi-experimental approach under the paradigm of conventional science. Instead,
the study does describe outcomes and makes reasonable arguments about how much
impact SEED Winnipeg and the Credit Circle can claim, based on attitudinal data
collected from program participants and key inforrnants (Dickçrein, 19975).

The experieaces of the women cannot be generalized to others in the program or
to other prograrns. But

some of the experiences are shared amongst the women and

indicate patterns ofexperience. The sampling rnethod has limitations in that people who

are not doing well in their business or those who have defaulted on their loan rnight not
have been willing to be i n t e ~ e w e d

The Grameen Bank of Bangladesh has k e n in existence since the early seventies.
The Bank developed the peer-lending model which enables large numben of poor people
to access credit in spite having no collatemi. This model is king used al1 over the w d d

and in Canada there are 24 pcograms based mund the peer or group lending model. In
1995 the Winnipeg Credit Circle program was created to provide training, support and

medit to puor women who want to becorne selfemployed Community Economic

Development principles guided the development of the program.
The fird iotake of the program included eighteen women Since that time there

have been over fifty individuals that bave participated in the program. This research
project examines three primary research questions through the percepûons and

experiences of 17 parîicipants.

This information was gathered by in-de&

semi-

stnictured interviews. The qualitative research method was used to guide information
gathering and data analyses.

This chapter has laid out the goals, objectives and research rationale for this
thesis. The three prirnary research questions which are examined throughout this thesis
include: 1s the Winnipeg Credit Circle fulfilling its mandate?; Are program participants
meeting their own goals?; and Does the Winnipeg Credit Circle have 'û-ansformatory
potential'? The latter question is based on the theoretid framework, developed by

Maxine Molyneaux, which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Two.

Chapier Two:
2.1

PmWcal Gender Need..and Soalegic Oender
imrests

Practical Gender Needs and Strategie Gender Interest3
Maxine Molyneaux (1983) examines the ways in which women became political

subjects in the context of the Nicaraguan revolution. In her andysis she distinguishes

between women's interests, practical gender interests and strategic gender interests.
Molyneaux States that the concept of women's interests is very contentious because of
the tremendous variety that exists within the single category of woman Because of the

cornplex and often confiicting interests it becomes virtually impossible to generalize
about women's interests (ibid.: 232). ln spite of this she argues that women may have

certain gender interests in common which she divides into strategic and practical
interests. The former are those interests that result from women's position in society and

in tenns of the structure and nature of their relationships with men (ibid) Practical
gender interests, on the other han4 "are usually a response to an immediate perceived
need" (ibid.: 233) and do not challenge curent gender relations (Sandercock and Forsyth,
1990).

Kate Young builds on Molyneaux's h e w o r k by beginning with the distinction

between 'the condition and the position of wornen"(1988: 1). Women's condition refers
to the "materid state in which women tind themselves" and women' s position refers to

"women's social and economic standing relative to menn (zbid.: 1-2). From tins
distinction evolves two foms of needs: practical gender needs and strategic gender
interests (ibid.:5). Young also introduces the concept of "transformatory potential"which

she refm to as those "prdcal needs which have greater potential for e n g e n d e ~ g

change" (ibid.: 15).

Other authors have relied upon the ûamework introduced by Molyneaux in their
analysis of women a d o r gender inclusion in development theory, research, practice and

policy development. Carolyn O.N.Moser ( 1987) discusses it in regards to women,

human Settlements and housing. Moser (1993) also discusses it in her review of research
of women,gender and urban development policy. This distinction is also apparent in

Eva M Rathgerber's (1990) research review of the inclusion of women and/or gender in
development theory and practice. Friedmann (1992) discwes pracîical and sûategic
gender needs in his alternative development framework which argues that the household
is the smallest territorial unit fiom which to d y z e economics and politics. These

discussions have been primarily used in the context of women in the developing world
But according to Sandercock and Fonyth (1990), this b e w o r k could have utility for

planning in developed countries because it "promises to provide a framework for linking
the descriptive 'wornen and ...' literature with explanations of why gender oppression
occurs" ( 1WO:S4). They argue that Molyneaux's fhmework is one of six areas suitable
for fùture planning researchIt is difficult to reconcile Molyneaux's assumption that women may have certain
gender iaterests in common with the assertion by feminists (including Molyneaux) that
'woman' is not a uniwgcategory and one cannot generaiize about 'women's
experience'. bel1 hooks (1989) provides a place to begin this analysis by stating women

are subjected to the common experience of 'sexist oppression'. However this

'experience' is not sïngular and wiIl be quite different for women of mixent classes,
races, cultures and sexual orientation as weil as other chacteristics (Harding, 1987;

Sandercock and Forsyth, 1992; hoolrs, 1984; Tong, 1989; MacGregor, 1995). Tberefore,
many argue tbat the stniggie of striving for women's strategic interests must be

contextually-basa and it must make sense to the women in terms of their own life
experiences (Friedmm 1992; Molyneaux, 1988; Moser, 1987; Young, 1988).

Molyneaux States there are three points to wnsider regarding the
conceptualization of interests and women's consciousness (îbzd: 233-234). First,
women's recognition of strategic gender interests and their desire to reaiize tbem cannot

be assumed "mt is the politicization of these practicd interests and their transformation
into strategic interests that women can identiQ with and support which constitutes a
centrai aspect of ferniaist political practice" (Ïbiil) Second, how interests are conceiveci

will Vary depending on the context (ibid) Third, it cannot be assumed that women share
"unity and cohesion on gender issues'' (ibid) Conscientization, self-reflection and self-

realization are common characteristics in the different analyses which examine needs
interpretation.
Young (1988) argues that in order for women's strategic gender interests to be

realized there needs to be modified relations between men and women, rhan what
currently exists, and an alternative organization of society. She adds that to facilitate the
shifl in thinkuig from practical to strategic needs or interests women themselves need to
engage in consciousness-faising regarding their 'position' and 'condition' in society and

there needs to be increased socid awareness in the larger public regarding women's

condition in society (ibid.: 14-15). Moser agrees that "strategic gender needs are
genemily coasidered 'feminist', as is the level of wnsciousness required to stniggle

effectively for them" ( I987:3O). hooks is critical of a feminist analysis as the only means

to corne to these realïzations, and she argues that many women, herself included, "who
live daily in oppressive situations, o h acquire an aweness of ptriarchal politics fiom
their lived experience, just as they develop strategies of resistance (even though they may

not resist on a sustained and organized basisy' ( 1984:10).

Cnticisms have been aimed at theones of needs definition or interpretation

Patrick Kerans and Glenn Drover criticize Molyneaux's analysis because they argue she
purports that an objective notion of needs exist, and that an "expert is in a better position

to assess needs than the subject" (19935). 1 think their interpretation is erroneous as
Molyneaux states that strategic gender interests are those :' . . considered by feminists to
be women's "reai" interests. The demands that are formulated on this basis are usually
termed "feminist" as is the level of consciousness required to struggle effectively for
thern" (1985:233). Because one advocates feniinism2does not mean one is or considers

oneseifto be an expert. As outlined above, Molyneaux and othen using her analysis
agree that the interpretation of needs must be contextually-bas&

.

'h&

---

(1984) distmginshcs ~~WUXIidcnb@q aicsdf as a fanmi?a to bcing an advocatc of feminism, in order to
e ü m h e the absofutismmggesteci by '1 am'. She argues this also pftvcnts the uther/or chiatistic thinhg that is
ceritralto îhe iblogy of domInatim m Wcster~socicty.

Kerans and Drover's research provides usefbi elaboration for the discussion of
practical and strategic gender interests, particularly in regards to the interpretation of
ne&.

In îheir d y s i s of a needs-bIised approach to well-king or welfare, they propose

an alternative thmry where w e k e is bas& on the development of human capacities
through the processeç of self-actualizationand self-determination (ibid) They state that
the irrterpretation of need stems from the CLeVeIopment of human capacities (zbid:
6).

Working on the processes of self-actualization and selfdetermination requires critical
reflection regarding one's self, based on one's relationships with others (ibid.: 7).
Relationships are centrai to their theory of welfare, and subsequently to the interpretation

of needs. While this critical reflection or critical consciousness is simikir to what is
required to facilitate the shift in thinkuig fiom practical to strategic needs or interests,
Molyneaux, Young and others do not provide the same in-depth analysis regarding the

importance that relationships represent in the process of coaxientization. Personal
relationships are vital for the success of peer-lending models and broader coalitionbuilding between CED practitioners, which is in tuni critical for the development of CED

as an alternative economic paradigm. This 1st statement is discussed in greater detail in
Chapter Three.
Nancy Fraser (1 989) focuses on needs discourses and the politics of need

interpretation, as opposed to focusing on ne&.

She argues that this focus brings "into

view the contextuai and contested character of needs claims" (ibid.:163). She

distinguishes between 'thin' and 'thick' ne&. The former type of need is general and
uncontroversial. For example, women's need to earn an incorne is unquestionable.

Thick needs are more controversial h u s e they beg the question 'khat specific foms
of provision are entailed once we acknowledge their very general, thin need?" (fiid)

Simply focusing on thin needs is inadequate, and ignores the political nature by which
needs are interpretd

Fraser's theory of thin and thick needs is usehi for the discussion of practicai and
strategic gender interests. As stated, practicai needs tend to be less controversial than
sn'ategic gender interests, which are by their nature political since they challenge the
statu quo and therefore the ways in which needs are interpreted She argues that the

moving fiom thin to thick theories of needs or the politics of needs incorporates three
struggles: "the stnrggie to establish or deny the political status of a given need; the

stniggle over the interpretation of the need, the struggie for the power to define it and, so,
to determine what wouid satisS, it; and the stmggle over the satisfaction of the need, the

struggle to secure or withhold provision" @id) The gender-specific barriers to selfemployment, as discussed below are in themselves struggles which many women must

engage in so they cm provide employment for themselves. The struggles required to

move beyond addressing practical needs to strategic interests are far more cornplex and
long-term. Friedmann (1992) states that while strategic daims are "at the heart" of his

theory of alternative development, the focus of his analysis is on practical needs because
responses are irnmediate, and when programs are successful in addressing these needs

they are likely to be utilized. It is necessary to provide a context for this discussion
before elabrathg on the barriers women face in trying to meet their practical need of

eaming an income through selfemployment.

2.4

Women and Employment
In the fi@

years between 1941 aad 199 1, the percentage of women in the labour

force has tripled (Armstrong and Armstrong, 1994) to 45 percent of the Canadian labour
force (CACSW, 1994). While their participation has increased, women still tend to be
employed in industries and o c c ~ o n that
s are characterized by low wages, low
productivity, and limited prospects for advancement. This is more commoniy known as

the sexual division of labour (ArmsUong and Armstrong, 1994).
The 'new' or gîobalized economy, in spite of the promise touted by business
leaders, has only resulted in increased instability in the job market This has translated
into high and st-

rates of unemployment, decreasing wages and job UisecUnty. This

phenornenon has k e n referred to as the "casua.hation7'of work. where part-time, shorttem and contract work, temporary employment and certain types of selfemployment are

becorning more cornmon. This type of work is o k n characterized by low-skill, low
wages and including few benefits (Annstrong and Armstrong, 1994). The focus of this

discussion is on selfemployment of poor women.

According to Statistics Canada's Labour Force Update (1997), more than three
quarten of the job growth since 1989 has k e n in selfemployment. In 1996, the selfemployed accounted for over 17% of dl workers a 12% increase fiom 1976 (ibiiL) The
characteristics of the self-employed indicate that more men than women are selfemployed (one in five employed men in coneast to one in eight employed women), but

the rate of growth is stronger for women (ibid)

Between 1975 and 1990, self-

employment amongst women in Canada increased by 172.8 percent, showing the fastest

rate of al1 employment secton. Women now represent over 31 percent of dl selfemployed pemns in Canada (WRED, 1996). In the US, ôetween 1980 and 1986, the

number of women-owned sole-propnetorships increased by 62.5 percent (McKee et al.,
1994). This growth is also a global phenomenon According to an OECD document,

since 1970 the rÏse in women-owned business "regresents one of the most significant
economic and social developments in the world" (Bnish, 1990: 37).

But this phenomenon mut be examined with some skepticism, because it is not
the panacea to unemployment or poverty (CCIC,1996). A review of a US micro-loans
program for poor women states that "for some poor women, selfemployment c m offer

the means to becorne self-supporting and to gain increased seK-esteem, provideci they are
offered assistance that includes deveiopment of business skills, access to credit and other

support services." (McKee et al., 1994: 140). But self-ernployment is characterized by
high rkk, long hours and no benefits and is therefore oniy one option to addressing

unemployment (ibid; Griffen Cohen, 1995). As well as these negative characteristics
numerous studies and research have outlined gender-specific barriers that impede the
successful creation and operation of businesses for women (WRED 1996; Belcourt et al.,
199 1; Bmh, 1990; McKee et al., 1994).
2.5

Barriers to Women's Self-Employment

These gender-specific bamien have implications which reinforce economic
inequality, increase the incidence of wornen and children living below the poverty level

and reduce potential wntnbutions of econornic growth (WRED, 1996). These barriers
are also more pronounced and the implications intensify with m e , ethnicity and class.

ûne article stated that visible minority women who emigrate to Canada are significantiy

more ecowmically and sociaiiy disadvantaged, by virtue of their culture and

backgrounds and Iirnited knowledge of doing business in Canada (Anselm, 1994). These
barriers can be grouped into six main categories:
Attitudes. This refers to amtudes women have of themselves and attitudes others

have of women's abilities. Women question and doubt their own abilities and they
&en lack the selfconfidence necessary for self-emptoyment (Robertson, 1994;
McKee et al., 1994). They are also subject to discriminatory attitudes held by

suppliers, banken, govemment agencies, employees and customers (Belcourt et al.,
1991;McKee et al., 1994);

Access to financing. Dficulty in accessing financing relates to a perceived lack of
credibility by the lender, the type and the small scde of the businesses, and a lack of
experience in negotiating financial agreements (WRED, 1996; Bmh, 1990).
Without sufficient capital rnicrwnterprises can rarely achieve steps crucial to their
success such as increasing inventory, purchaskg items in bulk, purchasing necessary

equipment, or increasing work-space (Tsuniki, 1994). Access to capital is more

difficult if not impossible for women with no assets, no credit history and who eam a

low income.
Access to appropriate training. Women &en lack direct managerial experience and

role models. The tendency for women to conceutrate in the fields of arts and social
sciences, results in iimited exposure to subiects such as business, planning,

negotiation, finance and marketing. T k lack of ski11 has implications for the start-

up and ongoing nmning of the business (WRED, 1996).
When business development training is available, the design of the program often
ignores the needs of women: tmining materiais do not include women's case

examples; the training focus is on developing businesses at a much larger scale than
women typically develop; and there are few women trainers (WRED, 1996).
Fewer dollars are king spent on training programs directed at wornen. in 1987- 88,

the federal governrnent's Canadian k b Strategy program investecl 53.8 percent of
their expenditure on programs directed at women,but three yean later that decreased
by 14.2 percent The number of women participating in these programs has aiso

declined (CACSW, 1994).
4. Access to information, networks, mentors and role rnodels. The success of a new or

exparidhg business can depend on the strength of an entrepreneur's connections, as
they are an important source of information and ideas, and for locating suppliers,
employees and customen (WRED,1996; Bmh, 1990). A Iack of a business support
network can increase isolation, particularly when working from home (Belcourt, et
al., 1991). Women also tend to have few role models, as the successful business

owner is often portrayeci as a white man @rush, 1990).
5. Family responsibilities. Women still hold the primary responsibility for m@g

child care and domestic life (WRED, 1996: McKee et al., 1994). For women who
head single parent-families, balancing a business together with family and home

responsibilities can cause monumental stress. Access to suitable and aflordable child

care remaios one the major impediments to women's professional development
(Berard and Bmwn, 1994).
6. Insuflicient financial return. G r i f f i Cohen (1995) pomts out that the average self-

employed woman eanis considerably less than her employed cornterpart, even when

the wages of part-time workers are included Accordhg to the 1997 Labour Force
Update, in 1995 the average eamhgs of a full-time selfemployed woman with no
employees was $14,800. This was 55 percent of the average eamings of a selfemployed man (Statistics Canada).

Programs designed to assist women's self-employment should be aware of how well the
program addresses these barriers. But Hari Dimitrakopoulou provides a caution for this

discussion. In her research on self-employed women in Northern Manitoba communities
she wanis:

Focusing only on the barrien faced by women entrepreneurs can create
the false impression that there is little women can do in this area Many
women have faced barriers and continue to face barnen in business, it is
important to look at how they overcame these barrien and to
communicate this to other women (1994: 53).
2.6

Addressing Gender-Specifk Barriers

The primary assumption guiding programs established to assist low income and
disadvantaged pesons to become selfemployed is that this population faces barriers not
confionted by more advantaged persons (SEDI, 1992). These programs recognize a

person's existing strengths, skills, aptitudes, interests and experiences @dgcomb et al-,
1996). Through their research, Self-Employment Development initiatives (SEDI) has
found that successful support programs providing training and technical assistance must

emphasize confidence-building and lifeskills, community n e t w o h g and the acquisition

of sound business fundamentals (1992). There are numerous programs which include
these principles in the delivery o f theü services. But there are also pmgrams that have a
narrow focus on job creation and increased productiviîy, rather than increases in family

incorne or personal self-confidence (Keeley, 1990). There are other programs which are

based on alternative definitions of economic growth (McMurty, 1993). As introduced in
Chapter One and discussed in greater detail in Chapter Three, CED activities and
strategies like these prognunç function on a continuum. In the US, between 1985 and

1996, the number of micro-enterprise assistance programs has grown from a few to more

than 200 in 44 States (Edgcomb et al., 1996). Below is a discussion of a few Canadian
microenterprise organizations.
The SEDI program has beea in existence since 1992 and has launched three
women's selfernployment centres in Ontario. It has also developed a Resource Guide
directed towards prognun deliverers who want to tailor their training pro-

the n&

to reflect

and realities of iow income women who wish to becorne selfempioyed ( 1992).

Through their research, SEDI has found that a selfemployed person starting up a new
business must cultivate the following four C s:

Confidence- belief in one's abilities and capacity to succeed;
Cornpetence - having the skills to do the job well;
Connections - building key business contacts;
Capital - to fuel the business (ibid)

Women and Rurai Economic Development WRED, is a non-profit organization
founded in A p d 1993 to increase women's participation in d ecooomic development

in Ontario. WRED provides a mix of six sem-ces: enterprise development training;
enterpise development counselling; networking information services; mentoring; and a
loan fmd (19%). The organization believes that selfemployment or business ownership

is a stmtegy that women can use to navigate some of the gender-related bamers they face
in the labour force. They believe thaf as an entrepreneur, a wornan bas more control of
the conditions of her work and remuneration. Thus, she has more flexibility when faced
with common gender issues such as: inadequate child or elder a r e ; limited acceptance of

women's leadership; fewer management oppominities; confinement in traditiodly

female occupations; and lower pay for equally vduabie work (WRED, 1996).
Calmeadow is a Canadian-based non-profit organkation fomded in 1983 which
provides access to d

l business loans to support women in Latin America, M c a , Asia

and Canada. According to Kei Tsuzuki (1994)' Calmeadow's ex-comm~cations
manager, Calmeadow's Native Self-Employment Loan Rogiam was the f
h
t micro-

credit loan initiative in North America to use the peer-group lenâing rnethod Calmeadow
is now primarily a credit-led individual Ioam program providing micro-loans for working

capital to cover &y -today expenses, seed capital to start-up a business; or investment
capital to purchase fked assets. Calmeadow attempts to address some of these genderspecific barriers by using representations of women on al1 its promotional items, shaing
wornen's success stories in newsletters, encoumgïng and supporting women

entrepreneurs to act as spokespersons at presentations to the business community and at

other public eveots, wnduaing outreach to women's organizatioos, and actively
recruhg women voluuteers to sit on management boards (Tsuniki, 1994).

-

The Centre d'innovation en developpemmt economique local Grand-Plateau
(CIDEL-GP), is a ban circle program in Montreal that was developed in 1991. It
pvides training, has set up two loan circles and has negotiated loans for the participants
(McMurty, 1993). According to McMwty, fiom the beginniilg, the Loan Circle has been
based on alternative definitions of economic growth In achieving these ends there are a

number of objectives which the program adheres to: to strengthen the informal economy;
to address the stnicnual roots of unemployment by tramferring resources to the
community; to network with other community organhtioas; to educate cornmunity

members around the issues of economics and employment encouraging a CED
perspective; and to enhance the social welfare of the participants by offering them tools
that enable them to begin to control the econornic aspects of their lives (ibiu!) CIDEL-

GP is a program based on the peer-lending model. The discussion below examines this

model and how it overcomes some of the barriers that have been outlined in this Chapter.
2.7

Peer Lending

Peer lending is one of three micro-enterprise program strategies. The other two
strategies include credit-led individual loan prognuns, with a v-g

degree of training

and technical assistance, and training-led strategies where access to credit is an option

(Edgcomb, et al., 1996). The three components of most North Amencan peer lending
pro-

include: support, training and access to credit.

2.7.1

Support

Gmup support and group learning are integml to the peer-lenduig rnodel, but it is
dso important for other self-employment programs for women Hari Dimitrakopoulou

(1994) examined the expenences of women and selfémployment in northem Manitoba
commrmities, and women expressed to her that one of the key factors for overcoming

barriers to selfemployment was their own support networks, whether they be family,

community, or business. According to Julie Norton (1993)' in her review of alternative
economics, these networks are criticai for the SurYival of economic initiatives that are
developed by members of marginalized groups.
Circle formation is self-selecting, therefore relationshipbuilding and developing
trust are two critical components to the success of this mode1 (Morgan

and Doerksen,

1996). A safe and tnistworthy enviromnent is important for program providers to

cultivate, particularly for disadvantaged women, so they will feel safe enough to express
themselves fieely and opedy without fear of k i n g ridiculed (SEDI, 1992).
According to Marcia Nozick (1992), the initial process of persona1 ernpowerment

begins with an arousal of one's selfhowledge and realizing the value of one's life

enperiences. This process usually occurs through interaction with others of like minci

and common situation, and cm enable members to realize their own value and self-worth

(ibid) The support one receives within the program can improve one's ability to do their
business by reducing isolation and providing constructive feedback This is also where
the process of wnsciousness-raising might begin

2.7.2

Training
As d i s c d above the training genedly consists of specific business skills like

accountuig, cash flow projection and management, market research and marketing and

pricing. There may also be training in public speaking and sorne life skills. The training

tends to be short-tem because of limited available resomces and the limiteci ability of
individuals to engage in any long-tenu training- According to Edgcomb et ai. (1996)
many micro-enterprise programs, including peer lending, tend to use a participatory and

infonnal learning style. But they also wam that "although group members appear to play
a highly valued role in providùig peer support, marketing advice and business contacts to
each other, they are Limited in k i r ability to provide more specialized advice about and

Uisights into the operations of each other's business ventures" (ibid.:27).

2-73 Credit
A distinguishing feahire of the peer-lending mode1 is that the money is loaned to

individuals because they are mernbers of a group. Participants do not need a credit
history, as the character of other group members acts as collateral. Each group is

accountable for al1 the loans g r a n d to its members, so no new loans are issued to any

member until al1 members are curent with their payments (Tsuzuki, 1994).
The maximum amount loaned to k
$1,000.

t

tirne Winnipeg Credit Circle memben is

Subsequent loans for higher amounts can be negotiated, provided al1 the

members in the Circle have paid their loans off and cash flow projections indicate the
ability to repay. The $1,000 initial loan is consistent with business starts. The Federal
Business thelopment Bank document Women in Business: A Collective Profile

summarized different reports and stated that "up to 50 O/ of surveyed businesses starteci

by women were started with a capital investment of l e s than $10,000 and aimost 50 % of
home-based businesses were started with less than $1,000 capital" (1992: 47).
Roviding credit to what might be wnsidered a 'hi& risk' group receives a lot of

attention Besley and Coate (1995) state that a positive aspect of group lending is that
successN group members have an incentive to repay the loan of group members who are

unable to make their payments. But they also note a negative affect d e n the whole

group defauhs, even when some members would have repaid had they borrowed the

fwids on an individual basis. Unfomuiatety, their infornation on the incidence of group
defaults is limited, but they quote figures ranging from 5 per cent to more thm 75 per

cent (Îbid.)The Iiterature uidicates that the average default rate is around 5 per cent
(Tsuzuki, 1994; Holcombe, 1995; Nozick, 1992). The Winnipeg Credit Circle is entenng

its third year and as of September 1997 the program loaned a total of $55,500 to 45
individuals (Harold, 1997). Of that, only $398 has been written off (ibid) Another loan
might have defaulted if it were not for the hard work and diligence of the program
coordinator and the women in the Circle. Focusing solely on default rates as a mesure

of program success has k e n criticized for king m w , and in contradiction of the
qualitative indicators of success discussed in Chapter Three.
2.8

Peer Lending from the Thud World to North America
Given that the peer-lendhg mode1 origïnated in the developing world, it is

anticipated that the strategy needs to be modified to suit the local conditions and context
in developed Worid settings. The discussion below highlights some of the c o n m .

In North Amenca the participants of peer-lending and micro-enterprise training
prognims ofkn have linle or no previous business experience. As wd,in North America

businesses must operate at a higher Ievel of cornpIexity to compete in a tnarketplace
dominated by mas manufhcturing,discount and fianchise businesses (Edgcomb et al.,
1996). As a rault, baining and technical assistance are necessary, leading to higher

operating costs. In CO-

in the developing world, most clients are afready

participating in incorne-generating or self-employment activities, therefore such training

is often not a component of the programs (ibid)

In the developing world much of the business activity occurs within the infornial
sector. For exarnple, women's participation in the Latin American informa1 sector is, in
general, higher than their rate of participation in the ewnomy as a whole (Berger, 1989
cited in Tsuzuki, 1994). In North Amenca there is a much higher level of activity within
the formal sector, but some business activity may still occur within the informal sector.

One of the more profound Merences for operating this mode1 in North Amenca
is that it mus&be able to h c t i o n w i t h the social services system. This system provides

a certain amount of security for individuals moving into the previously uncharted
territory of self-employment. On the other han& the safety net system tends to be

inflexible and, typically, there are no provisions for a graduai or partial transition off of
income assistance through selfemployment (McKee et al., 1995). In the US,this may
require federal waivers or state regdatory interpretations that allow participants to

accumulate business assets and business income and expenses while they establish their
businesses (Edgcomb et al.,1996). Manitoba is one province that has modifieci its

income assistance legislation to allow welfàre recipients to continue receiving assistance

for up to 52 weeks while an individual gets a business going There is a more in-depth
discussion of how the Social Assistance systern affects Winnipeg Credit Circle
participants in Chapter Five.

The "pure7'Grameen Bank mode1 uses peer pressure instead of collateral
requirements, because the catchment area is often mail and participants tend to know

each other. But progcams in North America have fond that peer pressure alone may be
inadequate to prevent delinquencies. To compensate for this weakness programs have

introduced a group loan pool wbereby a portion ofthe loan is withheld in trust in the
event o f a del inquency (Edgcomb et al., 1996). The Winnipeg Credit Circle has this
requirement built into its program so that when loans are disbursed a portion remains in
trust with the lending institution. The individual is responsible for paying back any
money she withdraws f?om this fund

The catchment area for programs in the developing world tends to be on a much
smaller scde - nûal villages and urban neighbourhoods - rather than North American
programs which may attract clients from across the city, as in Winnipeg, or from a broad
nual area This creates problems, because there is Iess likelihood of individuals ksowing

each other in the North Amencan conte*

This requires spending more thne developing

relationships, and 'peer pressure' may not be as strong. Calrneadow's expenence in

Canadian urbao centres f o n d that the transitory nature of the city makes tracking clients
difficult, and outreach methods to possible client groups must be varied to accommodate
the diversity (Tsuzukï, 1994).

Accurding to Josette £3erardand Donna Brown (1994), the weakness of many of
these programs in developing countries is that the people admiristering them are

development workers who have limiteci financial experience. in con-

the stafKng of

programs in North America tend to include people with hands-on business expenence

who have operated at least one business. These pmgrams also encourage business
professionals to provide consultations on a volunteer b a i s (McKee et al., 1995).
The public sector has played a larger role in programs in industrialized countnes

than in the Third World, where development agencies or local organizations have been
more important (Berard and Brown, 1994). In Canada, many of the programs promoting
women's enîrepeneurialisrn are funded publicly through Western Diversification., the
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency and the Federal Development Business Bank But

there are other examples where loaa fun& are secured through: foundations like
Calmeadow or the Canadian Women's Foundation; commercial banks as in Nova

Scotia's Cape Breton Association Loan Gurantee Program; a credit union, as in the case

of the Winnipeg Credit Circle; or a community loan fund as in Les Cercles D'Emprunt de
Montreal (ibid.)
Charging fees for training and technical assistance and ongoing consdting advice

is not uncornmon for programs in industrialized countries (Edgwmb,

et al., 1996; Gould

and Panen, 1990). It is believed that charging for these seMces creates a more serious,
business-like environment But the service charges must be affordable to the individuals

(Gould and Parzen, 1990). SEED Winnipeg and the Winnipeg Credit Circle charge a

nominal fee of $25 at the beginning of the program. This 'deposit' is retumed to the
individual upon completion of the program, providing she attendeci most of the sessions.
2.9

Summary

This chapter has discussed the fhmework of practical and strategic gender
interests. The former has to do with women's conditions or material state, and the latter
refers to women's position in society relative to men. Since Molyneaux's introduction of
tfiis fbmework other authors and theoreticians have utitized, elaborated suid criticized it,

Some of these discussioos have been i n c o r p o M here.
Women's practical need of earning an income through selfemployment is

discussed here, as are six gender-specific barrien f

d by women trying to engage in

selfemployment The organizations discussed above in Section 2.7, as well as those
programs using the peer-lending model, are trying to provide their constitwnts with the
tools neces-

to overcome gender-specific barriers to self-employment which, by

extension, enables the parûcipanîs to satis@their practical need of earning an income.
But do these programs have 'transfomatory potential'? Chapters Three and Five address
this last question in greater detail. The cbapter was concluded by c o n m g some of the

differences between peer Iending programs in North Amerka and the Third World.

3.1

Peer-Lendiog and Comminity Economic Dwelopmeüt

The objectives of the Winnipeg Credit Circle are laid out in Chapter Four. As
previously noted the program was also developed using CED principles that were
developed by the CED Resource Group (Morgan and Doerksen, 1996). These are found
in Appendix Vm. The CED Resource Group promotes these principles as a list of
criteria which "are designed to help dl of us address root causes of economic and social
underdevelopment". These are laid out in a leaflet If's Up 20 Ail of Us developed by the
CED Resource Group

The discussion below develops the context of Cornmunity

Economic Development, and the location of the Winnipeg Credit Circle in this context is
developed in Chapter Five . This present chapter also examines what might be required
for a program like the Credit Circle to act as a 'transformer,' so that it might move
beyond addressing practical needs to meeting long-term çtnitegic interests.

Lucy Alderson and Melanie COM( 1994), founders of WomenFutures Community
Development Sociew, state thaî although CED has gained increasing recognition, there
are wide variations in its uiterpretaîion. Accordhg to Peter Boothroyd and Craig Davis,
the growing CED movement reflects an increasing disenchantment with the welfare state

and its ability to maintain fidl employment and rising standards of living, to provide
adequate social and municipal services, and to reduce regional disparity (1993: 230).

They state that regardless of how CED is practiced, the general objective is to take some

measure of control of the local economy back nom the market (ibzd.) This is
questionable, a s some CED activities are primarily about economic development in the

conventionai sease, where growth of the private sector is stimulateci (Shragge, 1993). ln

sorne cases, CED is equated with local economic development where conventional toois
are used and few changes have k e n made to the guiding assumptions, power structures
and hierarchical orgmizationai structures remain unchanged The only thing modified is
the terrninology. At the other end of the continuum, CED is seen as a strategy that
changes the way econornic development is defïned and creates new opportunities for
participation by community rnembers (1994: 187). Clague categorizes these two streams

of CED as the social change stream and the business-style Stream (1989: 26). The

business development or status quo approach, is referred to as local economic
developrnent (LED).

And the community development or grassroots, alternative

economic approach, is referred to as comrnunity economic development (CED).Much

of the literature generaliy does aot distinguish between LED and CED and refers to both
as CED.

Clague (1989) questions the movement of CED from the margins of society to the

centre. He argues that the traditional values of CED

- social

justice, equity, and

participation - have always been outside of the status quo way of doing business. The
fear with this shift is that the rnainstream will take the shell and language of C D ,
leaving the values, ideas and substance behind He argues that, in order for this not to

occur, community workers must engage the mainstream in discussions which express
clear and confident ideas about the values and goals of CED (zbid.) This requires

tremendous perseverance and a clear arralysis about power distribution and market
economics. The assurnptioa guiding this research is that the peer-lending mode1 and the
Credit Circle faIl within the d t m t i v e economic development or social change stream
of CED. The discussion below defines what is meant by alternative economic
development and what the components are. Momtion is drawn nom a nurnber of
sources including femuiist critiques of economics, women's CED and the progressive

CED Stream.
Feminist critiques of economics c d s into question the mitional treatment of
concepts such as value and well-king, efficiency, power, scarcity, selfishness and

cornpetition (MacDonald, 1993: 106). Feminist theory advacates a reconceptualization
of value and values, which includes respowible use of al1 resources, an inclusive
definition of productive activity, linking of expert and experientiai knowledge, and the
viewing of wealth in broder terms than simply the capacity to consume goods and
senrices. Feminist ideologies do not separate economics

and politics, but encourage

people to link the different components in their Iives, instead of compartmentalizing

them (Norton, 1993: 1 16).
Aldenon and Conn state that women's CED' is rooted in their experience and
persistent organizing for long-tem change in their lives and their families (1994: 287).

They argue that translating personal experience into action in the community is a unique
process for women, which resultç in a common framework for women's commimity

economic development They argue this hmework rede£ines productivity to inclu&

unpaid labour, establisha a multiple bottom-line for projects; develops collective
resouces; and ensures inclusivity (ibid: 188). Brandt (1995) concun that women-

initiated enterprises have unique characteristics which integrate îraditiod economic
activities such as job training and management with innovations such as flexible work
scheduies, child care, assertiveness training, and cultuml celebrations. These enterprises

tend to emphasize participatory decision-making. They dso challenge the assumptions
of traditional economics, and empower women through economic literacy and political

action (ibid.)

One component of Alderson and Corn's fiamework is important for this
discussion because it is receiving increasing attention. As discussed above women's CED

efforts typicaily involve establishg a multiple bottom-line. This refen to placing social,
cultural, ecological and spintual objectives on the same level as fuüuicial objectives.

There are increasing calls to develop qualitative indicatoa which measure these other
objectives because of the limitai research in this area (CCIC,1996; Edgcomb et al.,
1996; LaPlante, 1996).
Typicaify funders measure success of micro-enterprise projects in commercial
terms which include focusing on the number of participants creating their own businesses

McMurty, 1993), the integration of the unemployed into the labour market (Cannon,
1993), or loan repayment rates (CCIC, 1996). These masures do not show the whole
picture but they are commody used because they are easy to quanti@ and they comply

with conventional economic development principles.

In Washington, D.C. in February 1997, the International Summit on Microcredit
was held This summit was organized by Resuls, an international network of mitre

enterprise advocacy groups and program deliverem founded in the US.and was intendecf

to launch an eight year campaign with the aim to dramatically increase the number of
people receiving micrwxedit (MacIsaac, 19%). As a result of this summit an action

plan was developed which recomrnended the World Banks CGAP (Consultative Group to
Assist the Poorest) devetop operational guidelines and an organizational f-ework

for

hding. CGAP has been criticized, however, for defining %est practices' according to a

strict market approacb. The Canadian C o u d for International C~peration's(CCIC)

Learning Circie members argue that 'best practices' must include criteria which
recognize social impact, community mobilization and related policy changes as essential

measures of sustainability (MacIsaac, 1996). The author points out that there is rio direct
link between the repayment of credit and the positive impact of qualitative measures
(ibid.)

But the use of these social objectives or indicators are contrary to and challenge
policies and practices of funders, government agencies, some CED organkations, and
conventio~leconomic development principles. Therefore where possible they must be
used together with the established quantifiable measures and upheld as significant and

meaninghil. As a result program providers must be diligent in tracking qualitative

indicatoa and promoting them as a viable means of program evaluation This may
require organizations to critically examine their own structure, philosophy and Ieaming

environment to ensure they are actually doing what they are saying they are doing.

Utilizing qualitative indicators as measmes of program niccess or effectiveness
reinforces the need to build and maintain strong waiitioas between programs and
agencies engaghg in these acfivities.

One of concerns that has k e n expressxi about CED strategies is that there may
be a tendency for shifting iato a business development type of program. There are
numerous resulting implications. McMurty (1993) cautions that if the target population
of peer Iending programs is intended to be towards the "poorest of the poor" then the fim
objective is to ensure that basic ne& are met Yet how these are defineci becornes

"centrai to the integrity of this initiative7' (1993: 74). I f these programs focus primanly
on individual needs then participants' businesses will remain separate and competing
(ibis!) Shragge (1996) states that if C E 'does not connect with the broader movement of

social change and social justice it becurnes isolated, and litîie more than business

development CED camot be sepamted fiom global forces.
Accordhg to Shragge, one of the weaknesses of C D practice is that it has k e n
drawn into a statedefined orientation and policies, and bas largely failed to constnict an
independent direction for that practice (1993: 1-2). He offers, as a possible explanation,
that an agreement between a cornmunity organktion and a h d i n g body is not a neutral
process. And community organuations must remain cognizant of this ( 1993:4). The
funding body provides fimds,but it can do so in such a way that it moves the content of

their acrivities from political engagement ?O individualized s e ~ c provision
e
fibzd)
Shragge (1993) -tes

that many cummunïty development organizations have

becorne

transformed into social s e ~ c eagencies, losing their community development focus.

Because this slide can occur over an extended period of the, the organization must
regularly raisit its mission and guiding principles. Often this work gets put off because
of lack of time and resources. Unfortunately, this cm be a critical oversight Shragge
cautions that CED activities, because they are a relatively recent phenornenos must learn

nom past examples. He argues that it is possible for organkations to provide a concrete
s e ~ c to
e a commrmity, as well as taking on a political role. He also argues that a clear
and coherent vision is necessary in order that an organizaton can makitain its autonomy.
This is contingent upon the organization king gromded in the constituent community,

and king able to mobilize support when the organization is thmiteneci. This vision also
requires building coalitions and links with similar organizations ( 1993: 6). Sandercock
( 1995), in her critique of planning theory, argues that planners must incorporate 'the

voices from the rnargins' who advocate the practice of coalition politics.

Critical education with respect to economics and power relations are necessary
components of any training intended to promote values of social and economic equity.
According to McMurty, the nrst action of any CED organktion should be to question

the present monopoly of economic developrnent decision-making powen ( 1993 : 6 1).
Norton (1993) states that CED must encourage stnitegic thinking which means
encouraging analyses of social problems and power relations where the participants can

locate themselves. This technique allows individuals to objecti@ their reality as bey
articulate and analyze it (Morgan, 1996). When the individual can see her reality from a

different perspective, Le. in the broder conte* it becomes possible to imagine how this

realiw rnight be changed. Popuiar education techniques are usefid for this process and

were used in the CIDEL curriculum McMurty d e m i this "as a process in which
teachers and students leam together, dways beginxung with the concrete experience of
participants and leading to critical reflection and fuially positive change through group

action7'(1993:65). Morgan d e s c n i critical consciousness as "finding the cracks or
faults in one's perceptions of realq and realinng tbat what has been accepted as mth, is
not tnith at dl, but rather one explanafion of reality from one perspective" (1996: 204;

emphasis origuial).

By paining a critical consciousness it becornes possible for

individuals to understand that their position in society has little to do with their own
deficiencies but relates to the dominant values deeply ingrainecl within the social,
economic and political systems. In leaming that these values are mial constructs

individuals may also leam that it is possible to change them @id)
According to Marcia Nozick (1992), in her discussion of building sustainable

communities, the development of community power fiom the inside out begins with the
individual and moves outwards. The initial process of personai empowerment beguis
with an arousal of one's self-knowledge and reaiiong the value of one's life experiences.

This process usually occurs through i n t e d o n with others of like mind and comrnon
situation (thid.) Gloria Steinem Links social justice and self-actualization as the two
halves that are required for 'truly revolutionary groups'. These groups can provide a
bridge "'betweenpersonal experience and its politicai cause; between the present and the
futuren ( 1992, 35 1) and they can also provide an environment where women can gain

control over their lives and take on unjust authorities. But without linking selfactualization with some discussion about distribution of wealth and power relations the

potential for developing a 'tnily revolutionary' force may never occur. That is, without

connectllig self actualdon and the CED movement as an alternative economic
paradigm, the level of politicization aecessary for creating an environment where
strategic needs are advanceci might not develop.

Stewart E. Perry and Mike Lewis (1994) in their review of 10 Canadian CED

initiatives cite Rita Kelly who correlates the success of CED orgmhtions to the extent
o f control exerted by representatives from the constituent community on the boards.

Lakey et al. ( 1995) in their discussion of social movements argue that the organizations
engaging in these activities must recognize where power is held in their own structures

and struggle to ensure inclusion They state that, "by facing the challenge of inclusion
and acknowledgùig leadership fiom those who are most directly impacted, groups can
becorne more powemii and more effective" (Lakey et al., 1995:32).

The conditions, values ami principles necessary for transformatory potential bave
been derived from the literahire above and include: women's CED activities (Alderson

and COM, 1994; McMurty, 1993; Brandt, 1995); =me of the literature discussing the
more progressive Stream of CED (Shragge, 1993; Clague, 1989) and a feminist analysis

of economics (GnEen Cohen, 1995;MacDonald, 1993; Norton, 1993). Below is a Iist
of conditions, values and principles, but this list is neither exhaustive nor is it conclusive.
The assumption is that these conditions wuld be incorporateci by an organization and
program to create an environment where those involved might begin to perceive the
'btransfomiatorypotential":

a sîrucniral fiamework that ensures inclusivity and puticipation throughout the
process;

indicators or measures of ' s ~ s 'which value social, c u b a i , ecological and
spiritml objectives on the same level as financial objectives;
participation in broader waiitions that address issues of social and economicjustice;
developing critical consciousness;

an education which encourages strategic thinking including an analysis of economics
and power relations; and

a redefinition of productivity to include unpaid labour.
These conditions have the potential to m a t e an environment where women and men cm
work together towards brosder societal change. But there may be a difference between
how these conditions play out within an individual program and within the organization

as a whole. Can peer lending and other micro lending programs encompass these
conditions? In her discussion of a peer lending program in Montreai, McMurty cautions
that any CED activity cm serve to maintain the dominant market values and practices of
the economic system along with the racist and sexia stnictures of society ( 1993: 72).

3.2

Summary

This chapter develops the context of Community Economic Development. There

is no general agreement of the definition of CED but for the purposes of this research it is

a concept wkch challenges and proposes alternatives to the conventional economic
principles of objectivity, economic value, efficiency, productivity and power. CED, at
least in theory, incorporates principles of social justice, equity and participation. These

principles and others have been drawn together to produce a Iïst of wnditions and values

which wuld be incorporateci by an o r w o n to create an environment where
'transformatory potentid' might be reaiized and where strategic gender interests might
begin to be addressed The lia of conditions generated here is discussed with reference
to the Winnipeg Credit Circle in Chapter Five, where 1 argue that by adopting the

pinciples developed by the CED Resource Group, the Credit Circle appears to support
the principles outiined here.. The following Chapter describes the evolution of the Credit

Circle program and provides a profile of the women intervieweci for this researcb

4.1

SEED Winnipeg
SEED, or Supporting Employment and Economic Development, was fonned in

1993 by several Winnipeg community agencies to as&

disadvantaged people to set up

their own s d l business or microenterprise. SEED's seMces inchde access to small
loans, help in business planning, business training, m e n t o ~ g ,as well as legal,

marketing, accounting and other forms of advice necessary to assist an entrepreneur
(New Economy Development Group hc., 1993). SEED's target population is people

who are economicaliy disadvantaged and this includes people who have disabilities, exoffenders, ianercity residents and members of visible minorities. But few women have
accessed the program.

According to Gany Loewen,

SEED General Manager, the

participation o f the micro-loan program since its inception in 1993 was made up of
approximately 3 3 men and 1B wornen. As a resdt SEED made a conscious effort to
improve the participation rate of women (personai interview). in 1995, SEED partnered

with Women's World Finance to develop a peer lending program for women living
poverty. The result is the Credit Circle program which is a training-based group lending

Program.

1.2

Evolution of the Credit Circle ~ r o g r a r n ~
In Fall 1994, Mary Morgan, a Winnipeg Community Development Consultant,

initiated discussions with Women's World Finance Manitoba Association

The informdtionbelm was obtaiobd h m two sources:-M
Credit Circlc Annual Report, 19%.

- Part 1, Credit Circle Prr,gmm and the

regarding the development of a peer tending program for low income women in

Winnipeg. In December 1994, Mary Morgan and Agatha Doerksen were contmcted by

WWF to develop a Peer Lending Program. Ln Januaq 1995, WWF and SEED Winnipeg

formed a parînership to develop the peer lending program for women living in poverty.
At that tune an agreement, between the two organizations and the consultants, was stnick

to develop the Credit Circle Program.

This process involved consultations with

Calmeadow to q u i r e an o v e ~ e w
of their mode1 and to leam from their conceptual and

technical experiences in establishing peer lending programs in other areas. Community
agencies were also consulted to obtain feed-back on the program idea and to determine

needs of the target population
Between June and ûctober 1995, the consultants conducted a promotional
campaign directed at organizations that were currently s e ~ c i n gthe target population.
There were also attempts to raise awareness of the pro-

through the media Ten

informational sessions targeted at potential applicants were held from June to October to
provide an oveMew of the program so that ùiterested women would have enough

information to begin the process. In mid-October, 19 i n t e ~ e w of
s potential applicants
took place. These applicants formed the basis of the first training session which involved
ten three-hour sessions. The sessions included training in the areas of marketing,

management and operaîions, risk assessment, cash flow and projections, business forms,
presentation skills, and establishing the circle agreement and by-laws.

Upon completion of the training, two circles were forrned and seven loans were
approved and disbursed in December 1995. As of December 1996, the loans disbursed in

1995 were ail paid off with the exception of one that had gone to a collection agency.

One of the original circles had dissolved
At the end of the first training session a new coordinator, Brenda Blom, was

hired She undertook to promote the Credit Circle program through pubiic service
announcements and ouîreach presentations.

But prograrn pubticity was kept to a

minimum due to the large response and the limited resources (Credit Circle Annual
Report, 1996).
In 1996, four trainhg sessions were held and six circles were formed, totaling
33 individuais. Of these six circles, two groups came to the program already organized
A total of 20 Ioans were disbursed in 1996. As o f December 1996, two loans were

behind in theù payments and alternative arrangements were made between the individual
and their group. Five loans were paid off.

In September 1996, SEED entered into a two-year partnenhip agreement with
Taking Charge!, a prograrn designed to assist single parents on Incorne Assistance to
becorne self-suflïcient For this project the business e n g curriculum was enhanced to

include two additionai training wmponents: personal development and accounting.
Jacqui Meckling, a Credit Circle participant from the first group, was hired to provide

additional prograrn support and training. The Taking Charge! group consistexi of 20
participants who began their training in November 1996 and completed it in Febniary
1997.
As of September 1997, the cumulative nurnber of grous formed was 13 and the

total nurnber of loans made since the program started was 50. The dollar value of loans

disbursed since the program began was $55,500 and of that $398 was written off (Harold,
1997).
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Operathg Description of the Winnipeg CredÎt Circle Progiam

The Credit Circle prograrn is a training-based group lending prograrn. Most of
the participants corne into the program on an individual bais with a business idea, with

the exception of the Taking Charge! group and pre-fomed groups. Individuais have little
knowledge of the other participants but they must quickly get to know each other because

in the later stages of the training they must fom groups or circles of between 4 to 6

women.

Circle formation is self-selecting, therefore relationshipbuilding and

developing trust are two critical cornponents to the success of this mode1 (Morgan,

penonal interview, 1996).
Towards the end of the training sessions the participants must begin formalizing
their groups or circles. This is a group process where the uidividuals rnake presentations

and other participants have a chance to ask questions about the individuals' business

plans and projections. When the women have decided upon theu circle the next step is to
develop by-laws whch guide how the cùcles hctioa and defuie the roles and
responsibilities of each individual. The following step is to sign the Credit Circle

Binding Agreement which reinforces the contractual obligation each individual has to
each other. According to Morgan, '%is session brought home that this program was

much more than just accessing credit The women were forced to take individual
responsibility within a collective unit which is a key principle in the peer-lending modeln
( 1996:13).

The subsequent stage uivolves the group loan approval where individuals
present their business description, completed loan application, cash 0ow projections for
one year and Equifa (credit bureau) report It is at this point t h the group membea
can approve the loan or not, and make recommendations regarding their concem. Upon

approval by the group the iadividuals are mdy to make this similar presentation to the

Management ~ommittee'. This is the hnal step in the Ioan approval process. Mer the
presentations the Management Cornmittee convenes and makes the final decision
regarding the loan approval.

In some cases the committee

might recommend

modifications so the individual can make changes and apply to go for a loan at a later
date. Once the loans are disbursed a portion of each loan (S 100) is kept in a contingency

frmd in the event of late or n o n p a p e n t

if anyone accesses this fund it is her

responsibility to reimburse the fund.

Mer the loan approval process the formai training has end&

Each circle

continues to meet on a regular monthly basis to provide ongoing support and
encouragement and to stay on top of how each other are doing in their business and their
loan payments. Each circle must keep minutes of the meetings. This is one of the
requirements for requesting a second loan. Those that are in receipt of income assistance

must also provide monthly income statements to their worker.
Each women has her own persoual definition of success or goal she hopes to
achieve. These definitions or goals may coincide with those of the program coordinator,
prognun objectives, Management Cornmittee, Credit Union, or program funder. The

most commonly used indicators by funciers, lending institutions and for program
evaluatioas are those specifidly concemeci with financiai performance.

Interviews for this project took place over a *month

period in January and

Febniary 1997 and one interview was done in A p d 1997. Participant aames and contact

numben were received from the program coordinator, Brenda Blom, in December 1996.
The researcher was also informed as to when the individuai came into the program,

which circle the individuai belongeci to, and whether she received a loan or not
Selection of interviewees was based on a number of variables: when the participant

entered the program; whether she entered the program as a member of a pre-fomied
group or as an individual; whether she received training in another program prior to
joining the Credit Circie program; and whether she received a loan or not. The intention

was to interview as wide a cross-section of the partxipants as possible, as defined by

these variables, and to i n t e ~ e w
two members from any one circle. Approximately onethird of the participants in the program as of Febniary 1997, or seventeen participants in
totai, were interviewed for this research.

The i n t e ~ e w swere informa1 and semi-stnictured An i n t e ~ e wguide and
prompts were used and are included in Appendix W. The i n t e ~ e w were
s
tape-recorded
and transcribed verbatirn to ensure accuracyY The length of the i n t e ~ e w
ranged from 45

minutes to over two hours. In an effort to protect the confidentiality of the individual
participants who were interviewed their names have not been use& and any direct
reference to personal information which might reveal their identity has been modifieci.

4.4.1

geY Infonnanf Interviews
As well

as the Credit Circle participants' key infamants were i n t e ~ e w e d

They inclwie SEED staff' Assinibine Credit Union staff, SEED Board members who sit
on the Credit Circle Management Cornmittee, and consultants used to set up the program.

The purpose of these

interviews was to provide information on the evolution and on-

going funcîioning of the program. Appendix VI includes the list of key i n f o m t s .

Ail the women came to the program with different work and educational or

training expenmces. No specific questions were asked regardhg the level of formal

education the women have attained,

The i n t e ~ e w s , however, did elicit some

information indicating there was a range of educatiod backgrounds: hi& school
diplorna; high school upgrading; some college and University courses; college diplornas;
and University d
e
m
.
Their work experience was as varied as their educational experience. At least
eight of the women i n t e ~ e w e dwere workuig in a business that was related to their
previous work experiences and training. Five of the women were involved in an activity

that was more of a watt or a hobby pnor to their participation in the program. Ten of the
women had been out of the formai labour force for at least two years.
Ten of the women had been working towards their goal of starting a business
pnor to the program. These acfivities ranged h m gathering uifonnation on starhg their
own business to actively working on the business on a smali scale.

Four stated that they had taken entrepreneurid training pnor to the Credit Circle

program. They d l agreed that the previous training was valuable and complemented
their participation in the Credit Circle program.

Nine women identifiecl themselves as single mothefs.
Six identified themeIves as working fidl time.Eleven identified themselves as

king in receipt of provincial income assistance.

Theû loan status at the time of the intewiews was as folIows: four had paid their
loaas off; four had almost completely païd their loan off; four had just recently received
their loao; one had not yet received her loan but was going through the process the
following month; two were unsure whether they would apply for their first loan; and one
wornen had not received a loan and had no intentions of applying for one. Two women
said they were planning to apply for a second loan.

The researcher did not interview anyone who was delinquent in her loan
payrnents but did speak with mernbers of a circle where another member was delinquent.
Six women intexviewed expresseci difficulty with making loan payments.

One women i n t e ~ e w e dwas self-sufficient with her business in her fint year of
operation.
Of the 17 women i n t e ~ e w e dal1 except three were home-based The other three

intended to or already had opened a storefront for their business.
4.5

Summary
This chapter provides a bnef history of SEED Winnipeg, a micro-enterprise

assistance program. The target population includes residents of Winnipeg, particularly

h m the inner city, who bave low incornes. While women were included in the target

population their actual participation was low.

In 1995 Women's World Finance and SEED Winnipeg reached a formai
agreement to develop and supporî the Credit Circle program, baseci on the peer-lending

rnodel. The target group for this program was Uiitiaily women with a view to include
men in the fixture- The fint intake included 18 women ftom different areas of the city
and with very different backgrounds and experiences. Since then over 40 more people
have taken part in the training

The interviews for this research occurred in Jmuary and Febniary 1996. A total
of 17 wornen were interviewed. The interviews were bdepth, semi-structured and ten
questions guided the interview. The women interviewed panicipated in the program at

different times,their businesses were at different levels of progression, they corne fiom

different backgrounds and experiences, some had know-ledge of running a business pnor
to their partrcipation and others did not In d l , it is diEcult to generalize about these
women, but through the interviews experiences in cornmon did emerge.

Chapter F
5.1

h

Data Anawsis

Research questions
The primary goal of this research project was to examine and evduate the

Winnipeg Credit Circle through the perceptions and experiences of 17 program

participants. In this chapter the three research questions outlined in Chapter One are
examinai Ui greater detail. These questions include: 1s the Winnipeg Credit Circle
fidfiiling its mandate, as determined through the experiences of program participants?;
Are the participants meeting their own goals?; and Does the Winnipeg CC and peer
lending have transfomatory potential? The first two questions are interrelated, because
if the program is fulfilling its goals - ideally - the women would also be able to work
towards meeting their o w e

It is difficult to answer these questions with certainty

because the program is young and ody a few of the businesses were in operation for a
little more than a year at the time o f the interviews. The results of the first two questions
provide a base-line fiom which the future studies of the Credit Circle program can be

examined The last question places the Winnipeg Credit Circle in the broader context of
CED as an alternative economic mode1 to the status quo.
5.2

1s the Winnipeg Credit Circle fulfillhg its mandate?
One of the objectives of this research was to ask participants to define the goals

of the Credit Circle program and to determine if they thought these goals were k i n g
fùifilled. This question was central to the research because there should be consistency

between what program providers are trying to accomplish and what participants hope to

achieve. Without a clear mission there may be the potential for sethg unrealistic
expectations. Ha*

a clear mission, goals and objectiva enables them to be re-

examineci over time. Without a mission statement there may be a tendency for staff and

the board to develop different perspectives of what it is and they may perfotm in ways in
which contradict each other. A h , unless written, a mission may not be consistently

described over time (Mico, 1981).
Guiding principles and objectives were defked for the pmgram, but no single
guiding mission was developed (Morgan and Doerksen, 1996). According to that

document, the lack of mission statement resulted in different interpretations of the
operationai guidelines (ibid.) These objectives include:

assisting low incorne people to improve their economic situation;

creating bridging rnechanisms (training consulting and credit) between mainstream
resources and low income people;

creating supportive environments to facilitate collective efforts by low-income

entrepreneurs;
creating employment at a reasonable rate for jobs created; and
achieving loan repayment patterns that wodd be acceptable to financial institutions
(Morgan and Doerksen, 1996).
The Credit Circle program was also intended to provide a forum whereby CED principles
could be promoted (ibid.) The CED Resource Group has developed a set of principles

which the Credit Circle uîilized (ibid.)and SEED Winnipeg adopted as a h e w o r k to
guide SEED's developmental activity (SEED Annual Repoc 1995). These principles

cari

be found in Appendix IX Few of the women were aware that the program was

located in a CED fhmework Haviag said thai, the nature of the program and the peer-

lendhg mode1 requires that participants incorporate some of the CED principles like
interdependerq, purchasing goods and seNices f?om each other, and bartering with each

other. It was the researcher's initial specuiation that there needed to be more explicit
discussion, or at least an introduction of these prùiciples, to provide the broder context
There is f i d e r discussion of how these principles are integrated into the program in
Section 5.7.
Most of the women stated that they thought the prùnary goal of the program was

to assist women to access credit, and to as& hem to get started in a business so they can
eventuaily become self-sufiicient And for those receiving Social Assistance the program
is also intended to enable them to move off that system. These goals are also consistent

with those identified by the women as their own,refer to Section 5.6. It may be possible
that the women projected their own goals ont0 the prognim. But five of the women stated
they were not entirely clear as to what the goals of the program were. Two of the

instructors stated that they believed that Board mernbers and the Management Committee

held differeat program goals than the instructors. This was d s o true for the original

consultants. Given these discrepiuicies, and the changes that have been made to the
program, it would be appropriate for the Board, including the Management Committee,
staff and some pmîicipants, to review the goals, to possibly modiQ them and develop to a

guiding mission This exercise would, ideally, result in greater clarity of prnpose, and
provide a consistent interpretation.

Eleven women said they felt the program bas the potential to assist the
participants in achieving the goals of self-sufficiency and gettiag off Income Assistance.
But there was also agreement that there were 'growing pains' and 'kinks' that needed to
be worked out

Al1 of the women agreed the program is necessary and should be

expanded to enable more women to participate.
There are at lest three cumponents of the program where the goals are
operationalized - support, training and access to credit Examining the experiences of the
women through these areas provides a better picture as to whether the women feel the

goals have been achieved. It must be kept in minci, however, that there are other factors
which influence the experience of the program. The role played by the Provincial Social
SeMces Ministry is discussed in this chapter because of its profound influence.
5.2. I

Support
5.21.1 Circle Support

As discussed in Chapter Three, group support and group Iearning are an

essential ingredient of the peer-lending model. According to the women inte~ewedthe
primary purpose of the Circle is to provide business support but in most -ces

the line

between business and personal support was not always clear. It therefore becomes
important for the group to maintain a balance. But ultirnately each group interacts
differentiy. One women7scomment sums this up: each g r o q is dlferent and each group
figures out how involved they want to be wilh each other. In the discussion below

'support7 is broadly defined and includes both business and personai.

Different women had dinerent expexiences regarding the support they received
in their Circles. These rangeci fiom high levels of trust and communication to feelings of

disappointment and bitternes because the Circle did not work Reasoas for this range
have to do with different influences not the least of which is group d y n d c s . Another
important factor in the development of the Circle might have to do with the arnount of

time the group has to fonn their relationships. It cannot be assumeci, however, that
longer training will always guarantee a highly supportive Circle.

Seven women expressed that the women in their circle worked well together.
They described their relations in such terms as:
OZU

OZU

group jusî kind ofciîcked;

p u p really enjoys getring together to braimtom and work on sotnebody's

business;

o w circle is able tu keep things on a business level and Ieave personal st&

and

we 've got a good group. We 're d l compatible.

These women expressed feelings of opemess and trust within the group and were able to

express themselves and provide and receive encouragement.

The women in these different groups enjoyed getting together and working with
each other: whenever we reached an obstacle we talked about if and we worked it out.
Peer support and knowing one is not alone is important when venturing into unfarniliar

territor-:tt 's nice tu h o w other women t h ore on the sume level as you One women
was adamant that you need the support of your group.

It oui also be positive when someone else in the group is doing well: eve?yone

shares the joy. This sentiment provides encouragement because when someone else is

succeeding and doing well there is the feeling tbat 'if they can do it so cm 1'.
One woman summed up her experience: The slqport you get fiom the

individuafs. the participcmts in yow credit circfe. your peers. a d the leaders or
facifitafors of the session wzd the people that sit on the management cornmittee. F m
ail the people you have contact with including the people at the Credir Union, including
the women fiom the he cornittee. They give you a chance- They say, you are a

worfhyperson You do h e u good p h cmd l'nt interested in whol you have to suy ond
it 's not a bunch of rnaIarkey. You kmw. go for it. It 's empowering.

Three of the women inte~ewedcame to the program in a pre-formed group. In
general, they had a lot of support fiom their Circle memben. But Circles that were not

pre-formed were supportive as well. It might be assurneci that pre-formed groups will be

more supportive because the mernbers have some knodedge of each other before their
participation, but there is no guarantee of this. Pre-formed groups might be more

attractive from the program provider's point of view, because the Ckcle formaton
process can be stressfbi and time-consuming. But ailowing only pre-formed groups to

participate could effectively prevent individuals from the target group fiom participating.
Six women expresseci having mixed feelings with regards to circle support. One

women was initially happy in her group and found it quite supportive until there was
confiict. She also felt les of a connection to the staff of the program, and felt their
support was no longer there. As a result of the conflict in her group she had thought of

qui*:

we Ze szipposed to be a supporî group. but I don 'tfeel iike il's there anymore.

She thought it would be usefbi to have seminars that provide women with tools like stress

management and wnfïict rwolution to be able to d d with conflicts.
Four women felt they did not receive much support fiom their circles. One

women stated that she would not cail on any of her circle rnemben if she was in a
business cnsis. Her Circle was having to deal with someone who was wnsistentiy
delinquent in her loan payments which caused a lot of stress and grief But she also said

that her circle did not gel prior to the delinquency.
Two other women who felt their circle was unsupportive felt this way because

their circles did not "click". In one case, o

h women in the group supported each other

but they did not share information or assist everyone. The woman interviewed felt
exchdeci.

This ad& to the already stressful role of program SQ.K

Another woman said her circle was no longer functionuig: my circle

zs

a real

mess. It started off as o graup for one meeting und after t
hit slowly distntegrated . . . it
was a rnix of perso~iîtiesthut didn 't click She said she was given negative rather than

constructive criticism which she said resulted in her losing track of her business idea.
She did say that with the right mix of people the program could work much better than it

did for her. She said thaî for her there was linle choice in how the group formed and who
was in it

This experience reinforces the need for wornen to begin actively seeking out

like-aiinded people to fomi their circle right fiom the beguuiùig. The session this

woman participateci in was more condensed, receiving only three weeks of training. Ln

summary, of the women intervieweci, niw circles were represented Of that, four Circles
worked, two did not work, and three received mixed iwiews.
It is apparent that without the necessary support the women are likely to feel on

their own. What happens if the lack of support in the program is compounded by linle or

no support outside of the program? The individual is making dificult decisions on her
own, and is likely to feel more overwhelmed, stressed and les confident than someone
who has a large support network One of the instnictors strongly encouraged participants

to seek out a mentor in their field which codd reduce some of this isolation.
5.21.2 Program Staff Support

The roles assurnad by an insûuctor in such a program are not easy. The

instnictor(s) are responsibie for training, providing business support and ideas,
facilitating large group discussions, dealing with people who are at different stages of
launchhg their business, assisting individuals to prepare monthly income statements for
the Social Assistance, repoiting to the Board of Directors and funders and coordinathg a

growing nurnber of Cucles. For the first intake there were two instnictors. Subsequent
intalces had only one i m c t o r until the Takmg Charge! Group participatecl, when a

second insbuctor was hired on. The individuai instmctor needs to be al1 thing to ail
people and have a wide range of skills. Also, as the program grows one instnictor
becornes pulled in a greater number of directions. Many of the women interviewed
agreed that there should be at least two instnictors to carq the large work-load

AI1 of the women a@

the insmictors were very supportive. And without this

support and encouragement they would not have the confidence to move fonvard

This sentiment is expressed in comments like:
l
k coordinator fiom the program is a fomtazn of howiedge. She ahosr aiways
hrrs got severai suggestions and encouragement.
Brenricl told us aal that we couid do if. She toid us rhar repeatedly in many dflerent
ways.

But, two women felt that the support declined over time because as one women
put it they 've moved o n This may have been a resdt of the program growing fast and

there king only one coordinator untii September 1996. Changes in staffing may have
made it difficult for some individuals from the first intake to make the cornecfion to a
new staff persoe Two others believed that they could have received more support nom
the instructors.

One women felt there was an attitude that f i t doesn 't work out llren the attitude
is r h t you are a failme. This attitude reflects a simplistic succesdfail dichotomy which

needs to be broken down so participants can look at the whole process and leam from the
'failures' or 'mistakes' and successes. Two women said that they would not repeat some

of their actions and decisions of their first year and they are treating them as leaming
experiences. This is not intended to dismiss how the fint woman felt but to reinforce the
attitude that these progmms cannot be measured in success/fail tems only. Many

business people attempt a business endeavor a number of tùnes before they are successful
in an economic sense. But through each venture they are leaming. This woman's

comments also reflects the high level of personal investment participants have
incorporated in tryuig to launch and maintain theu business.

5.22

Training

The training is intended to provide the women with some technical tools to start
their own businesses. A few women wme to the program with some skiils and al1 they

may require is to have this knowledge re9fnrmed In most cases the women corne to
gain specific skilIs. The Winnipeg Credit Cïrcle program provides training in the

following areas: finance and accounting casMow management; marketing and market
research; management and operations; presentation skiils; business foms; risk
assessment; and access to resources. One of the insûuctors stated that part of the training
was to give participants an understanding of the process invoIved in the different
components of business development, such as accounting for example. The training was

also intended to provide skills that would be transferable to other employment or

business endeavours.
Everyone except perhaps two women said they gained business skills in one or
more areas as a result of their participation. These two women said they dready had high
levels of skills. Another two women who also identified themselves as haWig high
levels of skills felt their existing knowledge was reinforced and enhanced.
Credit Circle participants said they gainecl skills in the areas oE

book-keeping, market research, advertizing, picking out a target market, and choosing

an appropriate business name;
cash flow and business plans and negotiation skills;

finding the correct market and promotioq

marketing and doing books and pricing a product;

defining the business more clearly;
public speakuig
how to use different selling techniques;

how to conduct meetings;

becoming more money-smart, and time management; and
research skiIIs.

Having skills, work experience and training prior to the program appeared to
make the training easier and more enjoyable. Ten of the women said that their previous
experience was valuable for getting through some of the subject matter, particularly
accounting. Four of the women said that if they did not have the previous experience

they would have been lost at least for part of the training.
While these women gain&

specific business skills, there was also agreement

that they would have liked to have learned more andlor different skills. But the program
structure provides ten three-hour sessions, with the exception of the Taking Charge!

group. Therefore, there is a limit to the volume and the depth of the training. One of the

most common cornplaints regarding the training was that it aeeds to be longer and the
classes need to be smaller.
As a result of program evaluatiom and program staff experience, the leogth of
training was acknowledged as problematic and additional ûaining hours and components

were included for the Taking Charge! group. Regardas, the women interviewed fkom
t h s group still said they required longer training. There is the obvious problem of trying

to cover al1 the basics in a program that is short-temi and has limited resources.

The instructon were aware that they could not possibly cover everythmg given
the time-frame and the number of participants. Therefore, they tried to ensure that

participants did not have unredistic expectations of the program. Brenda Blom stated

that the Credit Cirde program was the mtry point on a conrzmnmt of business
deveiopment. These next two quotes provide an indication of the breadth of experience:
F e Credit Circleprogram) gels you bminess minded and bwiness orienred

I gof a base to start fiorn, a s

d one. but I'm worried thor the base won 'r grow.

The most common areas where women said they needed more training included

book-keeping and accounting. As a result of the ongoing evaluations of the program by
program staff7 they acknowledged the need to improve the accounthg component and
axpatiùed ihis segment for the Taking Charge! group. Day wokhops have dso b e n

given on this topic for other parûcipants. Marketing was aiso an area where women

wanted more training and more time to be able to properly analyze their results. Other
areas where women were hophg to gains skills were: how to wite a proper business
plan; getfing a GST number, negotiating contnicts; stress management and time
management; and how to facilitate meetings.

Credit is an integral part of the whole program because most of these women
would not otherwise be able to access a l m . Four women stated they had been tumed
d o m for a loan or line of credit at another lending institution prior to their participation

in the program. Two other women stated they had clairneci banlauptcy at some time in
the pIist

For most of the women, access to the loan was an important factor in their
decision to corne to the Credit Circle program. Ow women summed it up weli: the
coliuteruI fiee l o m is the biggesi thing. It *sa big, big big help in the groups gettzng
their business together.

If fhey &op@

t h end of it then jusî forger it. B e c m e

mybody c m take a business course, but d e s s you a n get money your business isn'r
going anywhere. Ail the women that received the loan were pleased to have received it

and it was necessary for them to get their business going. But for some women taking on
a debt of $1,000 causeci a lot of hardships.

In three instances the possibility of not getthg the loan on a specific date caused
tremendous stress because deadlines were so tight One of the women fiom the Talong
Charge! group explained that Social Assistance delayed that group accessing their loans
up to three months. This was problematic for her because arrangements had been made

which hiaged on securing the loan by a certain date.
Six women had difficulty making their loan payments. Four of these women

experienced tremendous hardship as a result. For two of these women their business was

manufacturing which rneant that upon receiving the 10-

they were not eaming fun& but

using the loan money to manufachire their product They did not earn money until three

or four months &er receiving the loan but had to make their monthly payments of 5 100.
Two other women did not earn money right away, one because she was unable to
purchase her equipment to do her work due to unco-operative suppliers, and the other

because business was slow. They also had to pay their loans from their income

assistance cheque. At least one of the women said that this resulted in her gemng behind

stafE

in her loau payments. One of the women felt that her business was not looked at for its

individual needs and this compounded the pmblem.

For these women this difficdty

with repayment resdted in fear and stress. One woman said she made a lot of sacrifices
to make her loan payments. Another women said wtiile she had to take money out of her

grocery money, it felt good that petty cash owed her money back. Noue of the women

aîtempted to renegotiate their loan One said she was unaware that she couid and two
othea chose not to because they wanted to pay their loan off. One women s~l~lllled
up

her experience. Paying $100 on the loan out of social allowances is more than 10% of
your incorne. And if cornes strazghr ouf of your food

And my kzd was gettzng sick

because we weren 't eating propen'y. So I thought this is n a so I got behind So I think

they need to corne up wirh o rnoref-,exibIepapent piaa But the idea is b
you're going

IO

d on t h

get oui there righr may and start muking money rzght away, but t h S

no[ realist ic. You mighr go for 6 monfhr without mating a penny.

Two women who had not yet received a loan were concemed about taking one
out and not being successful in their business and then hawig to go back on Social
Assistance with a bigger debt load. At the t h e of the interview they had no intentions of

taking out a loan because of this fear.
As previoisly stated, the interviews did not inchde women who were

delinquent in their payments but did include women in a circle where one of their

memben was delinquent This caused a tremendous amount of anxiety and work for the
group memben and program

The memben of the group I spoke with did not agree

with the fact that their ability to get another loan was impeded because of her

delinquency. They argued that because they were doing everythmg they could to ensure
her loan payments were made, like selling some of her stock, they shodd not be held

back This was one of the bylaws they initially agreed to and is one of the p r k w ~
principles of the peer-lending model. AU participants need to be weil aware of their own

responsibilities and that they assume the responsr'bilities of othen. It is possible that after
this problem occurred program providers and other participants leamed fiom the

experience. This was the case for the women in the Circle where the woman was
repuiarly bebind in her payments.

In ail but four cases the loan amount of $1,000 was sufficient for the different
businesses. One woman agreed that as îhat was the maximum amount for the first loan
she would have to work with that Another women said a larger loan wouid have been
more wN but the iarger loan payments wouid have been impossible to make. She had

a ciifficuit time with the loan payments. The credit needs of the other two women who
were in business together were wasiderably higher than any other business. They had

paid off their first loan and were now at a stage where they wanted to open a storefiont
and required a $10,000 loan. They felt that the program was undercapitalking women
ui their case this may true, but their business idea was significantly larger than most of
the others in the program. As previously discussed in Chapter Two, almost half of home-

based businesses got off the ground with capital of less than $1,000. Three of the
seventeen women i n t e ~ e w e d(*ch

included one partnership) had a business with a

storefiont The rest were al1 based out of their homes. It appears that the initial lem

amount of $1,000 is adquate aven the majority of business types and their access to

income.
At least five of the women said they were pleased to be able to take out a loan

because it was also enabling them to establish a credit rating which wouid be usefiil in
the future. But one women who applied for a credit card after paying her loan off was
turned do-

There may be extenuating circumstances, but this mises the question as to

whether the participants are in fact building up a credit mting.
5.4

Social Assistance

The role played by the Social Assistance system bears special mention because of
the influence it wields over program participants who are in receipt of those benefits.
When the program began there was no formal anangement whereby an individual could
engage in selfemployment and still receive benefits. This resulted in one of the wornen

king cut off her assistance, but only temporarily, because the coordinator advocated on

her behalf. The influence this systern has on program participants is profound due to
pressures placed upon participants to "succeed" quickiy, and get off the system, in spite
of their need to gradually improve and build their business with littie externai pressure.

The legislarion was changed to enable people to work on their selfemployment
and still receive benefits for a maximum p e n d of 52 weeks. The Ministry determines

whether clients are eligible to accumulate equity and receive assistance or whether their
business earnings remain as an ernployment incentive which does not provide them with
the ability to accumulate capital so they can build their business. If one is eligible to
accumulate equity the individual can earn and bank their hcome receivables up to a

maximum of three months benefits. It is positive to be able to bank b d s because it
eaables participants to build up some equity.

Any fiuids over the $100 eaming

exemption that are witbdrawn and wd for expenses not directly related to the business

are deducteci fiom the following month's benefits, but some expenses such as business
clothing, transportation, and &y-care are necessary for some women to engage in selfemployment yet they are not considered direct expenses. The reporting requirements are
striagent, requiring monthly statements of incorne earnings and expenses by individuals.

This is time-coosuming for participants and program staff, because they assist rnany of
the participants in preparllig these reports.

Three women said that the loan payments and minimal earnings lefi them with
little money to pay for such things as tnuisportation, dry cleaning or new clothing to look
presentable. Al1 tfiree of these women were receiving incorne Assistance and could ody

use $100 of their earnings, above their rnonthly income assistance, on expenses that did
not directly relate to their business. Any money eamed over S 100 has to be banked and
put back into the business. One wornen asked: how do you go ouf and market yourselves

when what you are weuring Ïs ripped3 This restriction is an additionai bmier women in
poverty face when trying to enter the business world

Five of the women stated that they found the whole Social Assistance system to
be inflexible, particularly in regards to their attempts to launch and build up their
business and continue to receive theû benefits. The system's policies contradict the oftstated objective which is to reduce the numbers of people receiving Assistance. Four of

the women said they were being pressured by Social Assistance to launch their business

before they felt ready or had done al1 their market research: well. a lot of ora businesses
rnight faiil because of thor. because we Ze not ready. One women was king told she
would have to try and find work full- or part-bme while she worked on her business.

This pressure resulted in her stating that at one point I'm going to pack it in because
everything is ajight.

Although the legislation has changed and S E I 3 Winnipeg and the Credit Circle
program have played a critical role in lobbying for these legisiative changes, the
experiences of these wumen indicate that the +em

still needs to achieve greater

flexibility. This discussion indiaites the aeed for program providers to work together to

collectively lobby large systems like Social Services to facilitate innovative strategies
which can reduce the numbers of people receiving Social Assistance benefits.
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Meeting Program Goals
By examining the different experiences of 17 Winnipeg Credit Circle participants

it appears that the program is worlcing towards fulfilling its goals. Through the suppo*

training and access to credit the program is providing the oppominity whereby the

participants can potentially improve their economic situation. The training could be
more in-depth and longer but this is unrealistic given the available resources and the
amount of time the women themselves can commit Evening and weekend workshops

are bying to fiIl this gap.
The program is creaîing bridgmg mechanism, because participants are
introduced to some resources, but they also said that they codd have been introduced to
more. The participants are integrated into the M

g system and have the same

responsibilities to the lender as does any customer. Whether they are developing a credit
rating is yet to be determineci.

The women are actively consulting with each other aod with program stafE

But

more consulting with business people who reflect the make up of the group couid occur.

This is discwed in greater detail in Section 5.7.
The small Circles have become suppomve environments for many of the women
but not in dl cases. This is not aiways easy to accornplish because of the different
backgrounds, expectations and personalities. Where there is not the right mix, some of
the women are gauùag skills necessary to cope with interpersonal conflict and group

relations.

Pre-fomed groups may assist in avoiding some coaflicts that arise but

program providea shodd not focus on pre-formed groups at the expense of potential
participants who do not have a network

This research did not address whether the Credit Circle program

was creating

employment at a reasonable rate.
The program has been successful in achieving acceptable loan repayment rates.

Oniy one default om of 27 loans is only about 4 percent. This is consistent with default

rates discussed in Chapter Two. This loan repayment was achieved through a lot of hard
work on the participants and program

Participants also made numerous personal

sacrifices to ensure their loan payments were made.
more labour inputs fkom the Credit

Also, this client group requires

Union. While the Credit Union sees this as part of

their overall mandate another lending institution rnight not be willing to take on this role.

As discussed in the beguining of this Chapter there is no guiding mission for the

program.

For the reasons discussed in that Section, the researcher believes that

reviewing the existing objectives and developing a guiding mission statement wodd be a
positive sep. It should be utilized in any liteiatrrre produced for the program, and if
introduced to participants would be a positive step. A clearly stated and well-publicized

list of prognim objectives and mission statement couid prevent participants, funders,

Board mernben and others from having mealistic expectatiow of what the pro-

can

acwmplish.
Every effort should be made by program providers to determine whether these
goals have been achieved over the long-tem. This requires txying to maintain some
contact with Circle rnembers after they end their involvement.

This also requires

dedicating the t h e and resources to ongoing research and evaluation.

There are many factors which influence whether or not the program goals are
achieved, some which are beyond the control of program providers and participants.

Social Assistance is one example of an extemal force that can play a supportive role or
an obstructionist one. The inteniews reveal that the Ministry favours the latter role. It is
the researcher's assessrnent that program goais, and therefore the goals of the
participants, would be achieved if the Ministry played a more supportive role. For this to
occur collective lobbying efforts by organizatioas engaging in these activities are
required.

5.6

Are Participants Meeting Their Own Goals?
Goal-setting is firndamental to s e h g up and launching any business

[n some,

but not dl cases, setting personal and business goals may be the same as the reasons for

going into business. For example, two women stated they chose selfemployment
because they had been laid offnom their previous empfoymed But their long-tenn
goals were to be self-sufficient in their businesses.

In the i n t e ~ e w sthe women were asked about their persod and business goals
which in most cases were not separate: business andpersonal zs all rhe same thing realiy.

Z wanted to get my business off the grotmd Thoi i.s ~ y p e r s o mgoal
i
in l i f .
Becoming self-sufficieut was the most common long-tenn goal: I would like to
gel into permanent self-mployment without having to go to work somepluce else LU d l .

And I am sole support

ofthe famii)

so

I couldn 't Hord to quit work and do something

else. So I wm mainiy lwking for something to begin with as a side-line thot can grow
and allow me to become self-s@cien.

For the women i n t e ~ e w e dwho were on social

assistance they identifid getting off assistance as their most immediate short-term goal:
I guess the biggesi personal gwl is to get o r n e Social Assistance.

Two women stated that because of the general economic climate they wanted to
provide employment for their cMdren: you know eventualiy 2 might be employing my
own Ri&.

Two other women stateâ they wanted to provide employment for other

individuals. And another two women were currently doing that by subcontracting out

some of their work. The coordinator, Bremia Blom, also said she subcontracted some of
her work to program parûcipants because of her work-load and her faiîh in the ability of

the women she hiied,
Four women identified geaing the loan itself as a short-term goal: basial[ly
when I went in I was Iooking for the $1.000 to start my business. Of the four, one wornen
staîed she wanted the loan for a specific piece of equipment to enable her to work for

herself.

Two women said that they hoped that s t b g their own business wodd euable
hem to provide a more secure future for themselves. They said that the d e t y net was

king reduced and they had no savings, therefore they wodd need to take care of
themselves somehow and this was one way.
Working at home was stated by four o f the women as an important reason for
wanting to start a business: to be able to continue wirh this idea and uring that (my own
business) as a source cf incorne ond do rhol in my own home.

Eleven women said they felt confident in their abilities to reach their goals. Al1
o f the women interviewed said they were planning to pursue their goals regardless of

their experiences the program. Four women whose experiences were somewhat mixed
stated they were planning to discontinue their participation in their Credit Circle and the

prognun. But âhey still intended to continue working on their business: I ' m not going to
give

if

y .. .I still believe in my idea.
The women identified both shori and long-term goals. Al1 of the women were

aware that it wouid take anywhere fiom one to five years before they might know
whether they would be able to achieve their long-terni goal of self-sufnciency or getting

their business off the ground. it tukes a goodf i e yean fo get your business where you re
going to be. Only one women said she was self-sufficient after her fiist year of business.

It is ciifficuit to answer A d e r the women will actually meet their goals.

This Section is discussed with caution because these businesses are very yomg

and it ody appiies to ten of the interviewees. For the others it was much too early to be

discussing whether they were meeting their financial projections. Also, as explained in
Chapter Three, there often tends to be an overwhelming reliance on quantifiable &ta to

determine whether the businesses and the prograxn are "successful". This analysis
defines success much more broadly.
One woman was self-sufficient and as she put it, und I guess wilh the amount of
rnoney I bring in 1puy the bills with and take care of myselfai fhe end I still take gomi

care of myself: I succeeded thor's the most important thing for me. Another two women

who were business partners said they made a profit in their first year. Another two

women said that while they did not achieve their h c i d projections they leamed many
valuable lessons which they were intending to incorporate in their second year. The
other five women were eaniing some money and they were slowly moving forward with
their businesses.
Five wornen acknowledged that not a l i of the participants would achieve theu

goal of seif-sufficiency. Three of the women found this discouraging. At least three
wornen said they thought the businesses mi@ only ever be income supplements: a
micro-brcsntess may not bring in a whole lot of money.

Zt

might bring p u Ni 500 or 600

more buch a monrh And you 'll have to hate something a h g with if. Unlessp u hit on
something thcrl is tmbelievuble you may men have tu nm two of them ifyou have the

energy.

Given that the women defined self-sufnciency as their pnmary goal it is necessary
to examine whether this rnight be attai-ned. The women need to eam an incorne which

will sustain their f ~ l i e and
s provide for their security into the fbture. But, as discussed
in Chapter Two, the average selfemployed woman eams considerably less tban
employed wornen The program must therefore encourage reasonable expectations. But
these programs must not assume that low wage, informal sector employment is the only

option. An attitude of low expectations does little or nothing to tackle the underlying
causes of wornen's lack of power and status.
?rireparticipants i n t e ~ e w e dfor this research said they thought some of the

businesses types were questionable. They mentioned businesses that were seasonal, the
large nurnber of catering businesses and women's beauty products. One of these three
women questioned the viability of the businesses which she could not see henelf buying
nom. Another women asked the question how many small. s

d bdnesses con îhis ciry

support? None of the women said they made a poor choice of busuiesses. Part of the

training includes determinhg whether there is a market for the product or service.

Therefore, the assumption is that these businesses c m be viable. Determining the longt e m viability of these businesses and their long-term profitability is beyond the scope of

this research. And making these determinations requires that program providers engage
in longitudinsil research
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The cornmon goals stated by the women were to becorne ~e~sufficient
ad,
where applicable, to get off the incorne Assistance system. These goals are long-term
and the women intended to pursue hem even if they had a mixed experience with the
prograrn.

There was a general feeling that they learned some skills and gainai

confidence in their abilities to be able to meet their goals. Some women questioned the
viability of some of the businesses, while their wncerns may be valid they play a part in
assisting each other in detemiinhg whether the business idea is in fact viable. While it is
tw early for the women and this research to state whether they will achieve their goals

this document provides a base for future evaluatioe

5.7

Das the Winnipeg Credit Cirele k v e Transformatory Potential?

Chapter Two outlined the theoreticai h e w o r k of practicaf and strategic needs
as weil as the concept of 'tm&ormatory

by Kate Young and refers to those ne&

potentid'. The latter concept was introdud

which bave the potential to move beyond

addressing the material state of women's position in Society. The practical need of

eaming an income through selfemployment is possibly k i n g met as a result of
paIticipating in the Winnipeg Credit Circle Program. But the discussion below moves
beyond practid needs and asks whether the Winnipeg Credit Circle and peer lending

can act as a "transformer" so stnitegic interests might begin to be addressed Having
already staîed that the struggies necessary to move beyond practical to strategic interests

are complex and long-term it is not possible to state conclusively that peer lending and

CED can begin to address strategic interests. The assumptioo guiding this research is
that it is possible, however, to define conditions, values and principles which can be
incorponited by program providen and organUations to mate an environment where this

transformatory potentiai can germinate. Below is a list of conditions, values and
principles that have k e n extracteci fiom the literature discussed in Chapter Three. This
list is neither exhaustive nor is it conclusive. An organization must:
have a structural h e w o r k that ensures inclusivity and participation throughout the
process;

use indicators or masures of 'success' that value social, cultural, ecological and
spiritual objectives on the same level as financial objectives;

padcipate in broder coalitions that address issues of social and economic justice;

assist participants to àevelop a critical conscioumess;

include a curriculum which includes critical evaluation of economics and power
relations; and
redefine productivity to include unpaid labour.

These conditions have the potentiai to m a t e an environment where women and men can
work together towards broder societd change. But there may be a difference between
how these wnditions play out within an individual program and within the organization

as a whole.

Idealiy, the organizational structures must be participatory and inclusive, where

there is a willingness to share power, access to resources and where margindized groups
are represented. Women involved in the program as parhcipants should ideally be part of
the decision-making process that directly affects them. Organizationai structures that are
not hierarchical, but reflect a horizontal structure encourage greater inclusion. For the

Winnipeg Credit Circle program there is the overall organizatiod structure and the
prograrn structure.

While the organization is charackrized by a more traditional

hierarchical structure, the program, by its nature, is inclusive and piirticipatory.
The organizationai structure of SEED Winnipeg includes an Advisory Committee

and Board of Directors which provides the overall direction for the organization,
including the Winnipeg Credit Circle program. The Credit Circle Program has a

Management Committee which has final approval of the loans (the cornmittee make-up
is described in Chapter Four). These three bodies are made up of a wide varïety of

individuals with backgrounds in academia, wmmunity development, business
development, social work, social justice, education, and community economic
development Former SEED clients also sit on the Advisory Cornmittee. According to

Dave Leland, president of SEED Winnipeg, the Board is removed fiom the training and
they do not have a chance to observe processes that go on. Board and program
participants c o ~ e c tthrough regular staff reports, SEED's Aunual G e n e d Meeting
(AGMJ, Assiniboine Ccedit Union AGMs, and Credit Circle

trade shows.

In order to

flatten the hierarchy, Credit Circle @cipants couid be recruited to sit on the Board of

Directors of SEED Winnipeg and the Management CoIIlIILittee. Their input muld be
valuable because of their personal experiences with the program. But the age of the
program har not permitteci this to occur. It is an objective that should be iacorporated in

the future.
Some questions have been raised about the levels of decision-making in peer-

lending prograrns. While the Management Committee has final say with regards to loan

approval, prior to meeting with the Committee, group memben have had numerous
opportunities to express concem, provide ideas and raise questions regarding the

approval of their circle members loans. They have the ability to not grant their approval,
but in moa cases where the group has approved the loan the Management Cornmittee
follows s u i t in one instance, where a woman was not originally approved for a loan by
the Management Colllfnittee, she was told their wncems and was given an opportunity to

make the necessary adjustments. She was approved for a loan a week later. .4ccording

to Gany Loewen, General Manager of SEED Winnipeg, it is unrealistic to expect a

financial instihition like the Assiniboine Credit Union to give away their authonty for
denying a loan The interviews reveai that the women felt their opinions aed decision

regardhg loan approvd were taken seriously. There was a sense of pnde as a resuit A
fewer nurnber of women found this decision-making process stressful because of the
responsibility they knew they were taking o n

The fiamework of the peer-lending mode1 is inherently participatory

For

example, the initial screening process for the Credit Circle program attempts to
determine whether the women are prepared to do dal the work necessary to participate in
the program and to launch their business. It is not intended to test the viability of a

business idea. The principle, is that over the course of the program, the women will gain
the tools and be able to decide for themselves whether their business idea w i 1 work.

This method of screening by the Winnipeg Credit Circle was questioned by at least four

women that were i n t e ~ ~ e w eThe
d common feeling that the screening should have been
more stxingent But as one of the instructon asked, h w con you dictate whether
someone is going to be a success or not?
As discussed in Chapter Three, cultivating a safe and tnistworthy environment i s

important, particularly for disadvantaged wornen so they will feel safe enough to express
themselves freely.

This cultivation process requires building and maintaining a

cornfortable level of trust among participants, providers o f the services, staff, board of
directon, and loans approvd officers. In this type of environment the individuals feel
they can speak and will be h

d They know what they say will not be used in the wrong

context and, when it is of a personal nature, their confidentidity ne&

will be respected.

Through the i n t e ~ e w sit was apparent that eleven of the women intervieweci felt they
were in a eustworihy environment They were able to express themselves without fear of
retribution or ridicule. In contrast six women stated that they experienced a lack of trust
in the program. One woman said that sensitive information bad been s h e d Three
wornen said they lost trust afler idormation continually changed on them. Another two
women expressed this sentiment because their cornmitment to the program was
questioned.
IdeaIly, peer lenduig pro-

and the lending circles should be inclusive of

women fiom different cclass and ethnic backgrounds, as well as different education levels
and experiences. This facilitates the process of mutual leaming where women are
leaming nom each other and gainhg a better understanding of different social and

economic realities. The make-up of the different groups in the Credit Circle prognim
was quite diverse. Leaming fiom each other was a stated benefit There was a range of

skills in each of group. For some this was positive because those with more skills or
knowledge in a particular area could assist others.

This served a number of purposes: for

those assisting it reinforced what they already knew; the women are building relations
with each other which is necessary for circle formation; and they made gains in their own

confidence by sharing their knowledge. And the girls in my r i d e , they have learned su
muchfiom me. my ideas. Jmt dflerent businesspractices.

As explallied in Chapter Three, there is a growing interest in denning and

utilizing aiternative measures of success for rnicro-enterprise prognuns. The assumpfion

is that fwusing solely on quantitative measures provides an incumplete if not enoneuus
picture of what one can gain fkom participating in training programs and the whole
experience of txying to launch a micro-business. Focusing on b c i a l projections for
example may show that a business has not been successful. But the individual bas gained
skills they previously did not have, such as accountùig, public speaking, or mearch

niese skills may also be transferable to other employment endeavoun. The individual
may also have experiend a tremendous boost in their self-çonfidence which can assist

hem in many other areas of their life. But these long-term impacts would be ignoreci.

How can these less tangible measmes such as quality of life, Ulcreased
confidence, and the ability to assert one's rights and affirm one's self-worth changes be
monitored? As one Credit Circle participant stated, you con 't put a dollar figure on selfesteem und confidence. You can ? put a dollar figure
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muking decisions. But it is

possible to ask her about her experiences and to document thern. Qualitative research is

one means by which this can be done.
Another paper has been written for the Credit Circle program (Reynolds, 1998),
based on these interviews, which asked the women whether their participation in the

program has resdted in gains in personal g r o h As with most of the results there was a
range of attitudes. The other papa documenteci tbat fourteen of the participants felt they
made gains in confidence, self-esteem and assertiveness skills because of the positive

feedback, the training, and the support they received as a result of their pmcipation in
the program. These attitudes were reflected in comments like:

Kbe Crediil Circle allows people to befieve in themelves. their gfls und taienis. You
don 't gel thot mywhere.

I m foirly confident t

hI

cun mate fhis workfor me. But & k tcornesfiom the whole

experience of being i d v e d with the market-place and thefeedbak I'm gettingfiom

the general 6uying public and the support

from

the Credit Circle. stqf and

purficipanfs.
I think thal the most important purt is t h & when I set oui to do thk I said to myself

I 'm going to do it and the program gave fhnr iittie extra confidence that said 'women
are and con be successjid :
Yah, I would sqy confidence hm been built up because even when I go into meetings
with these people I mqy have been more fi&

befoe. Now I can say, this is whal we

have to @r and thïs is w h t we want and what do you h e to ofer.

M y self-steern has been bu& up. Because when you're on Incorne Assistmce it

takes a lot ofieIf-esteem because I know you don 'tfeel good about purself:
!te

leamed how to become more assertive and more conjident in laRing o fov of the

classes. Just how

[O

say rhings.

5.7.3 ctiti'calCo11~ciousne~~
As examined in Chapter Three, developing a critical consciousness begins at the

personal level when one is interacting with others in a sirnilar situation where there is
positive support which can facilitate realization of ones self-worth.

And this

corisciousness can move outward in the form of collective action by recogniPng the

politicai nature of these collective -na1

experiences.

The support women received From pers and prognim providers is discussed
throughout this research- It appean that the Circles can be an environment where women
corne to realize their own value and feel confident in their own abiiities to take on the

rather daunting task of starting their own business. Can this extend outward by
aclmowiedgmg and acting against the power imbalance tbat many of these women

experience on a daily b i s ?
Some of the women stated that through their participation, and the whole
experience, they felt empowered and iearaed that 'women are and can be successful'.
One woman said the program shows the women that they doa't have to take a back seat.
The program is facilitating a process of self-actuaization but the social justice half is

lacking. That is, the politicizaîion process laid out in Cbapter Two is not occurring. The
training is primady focused on business skills and there is no mention that the program

is part of a larger strategy which seeks to challenge the current disiribution of wealth
This was reflected in the comments of two women:
economzcjustice issues need zo be disct(ssedfrom the beginning and broughr inro the
commtmity. Everyone

hrrr a rzght to mure

t

h

subszstence. But according to ths

woman there was no discussion of this.
the more I thzd about ît there was never any seme or discussion about how to

contribute back to your community whoever you see your community os.

Cntical education of economics and power relations are necessary components of
any training. This c m be accomplished through the use of popular education techniques.

The crrrriculum of the Winnipeg Credit Circle was originaily developed using Aduit
Education principla which are based on participants, knowledge and experiences with

the economy (Morgan and Doerksen, 1996). According to Bxnda Blom, the training has
been modified so there is greater focus on gaining business skilis that are tramferable.

The skiils are taught so the process involved in a pdcular subject area, such as
accounting, is understood- Personal growth is occurring through the training and support.

And the assumptiou is that the participants become better equipped to pursue their own
goals and stand up for themselves. As discussed above, introducing CED, and the

broader context in which the program is located, could fulfill the requirement for this
condition CED as an alternative economic paradigm is intended to challenge the status
quo and strengthen communities, but the majority of the wornen are not aware of this.

There is a threat that organizations engaging in CED activities can become
isolated and this may result in the siide from the progressive end of the CU) continuum

to the more conservative end
evaluaîioos.

This requires diligence and ongoing reviews and

SEED Winnipeg is an active afEliate with a number of different

organizations promoting values of social and economic justice.

The original staff

members for SEED Winnipeg were seconded f?om the Mennonite Central Cornmittee
(MCC) and the Community Education Developrnent Association (CEDA). The Board of
Directors and Advisory Cornmittee are comprised of representatives from a wide range of

community groups, educational institutions, and provincial agencies. The o r e t i o n is

therefore an active member in large movement promoting social and economic justice,

but at the structural level.

The participants inte~ewedwere asked about their parhcipation in these types of
activities. The assumption here is tbat participants ne& to be made aware of the context
in which this pro-

is functioning and that it is part of a larger movement which is

challenging the status quo. Raising this awareness is important at two levels. It provides
the context for viewing the program and SEED Winnipeg as more than providing loans

and assisting with the development of small individual businesses. it is part of a larger
network with a larger purpose. Also, by putting the program in context individuais may

become interested in becoming involved, thereby strengthening the whole movement.
The responses indicated there was no discussion of the larger CED movement Any
women that engaged, or was thinking of becorning active in, commuaity development or

CED type activities were doing so because it was something they were already interested
in and aware of While not everyone may act on this knowledge, it might prove to
empower the participants m e r .
One of the problems with asking the women about CEXI is that they may not

be

familiar with the concep& but attempts were made to explain it At least two women
adrnitted they did not know what CED was. In response to the question regarding

whether is would be a good idea to introduce the concept of CED to provide a context for
the program, eight women said it would be a useful discussion But the two instmctors

and original consultants felt this would be too much information. While the women are

busy with their businesses and other roles it cannot be assurned that the context is

unimportant. As stated, at kast h d f of the women intewiewed said this discussion codd

be of value,
Al1 four instnictors (original and current) agreed that the participants were

engaging in this type of activity without having explicit discussions about i t

For

example, women purchased each other's goods and services, some women also engageci
in bartering, and when one business sold goods at different venues a portion of the

earned incorne was donated to the organization hosting the event Is it enough that the
women are engaghg in this activity without reference to the larger conte*? The answer
to this depends on whether the primary focus is on the individual business, or whether it

is on strengthening cornmrmities.

Four women said they felt it was necessary for the pro-

to make connections

with the larger community. One women stated, there is no focus on being o respomible
business owner. the iden of giving back to the comnnmity. I don? trhnk t h t was mer
d z s ~ s e d . ln particular two women said it would be valuable if the program had an

agreement with some place tike the Mennonite Central Cornmittee store where

participants could sell some o f their goods.
Three women thought it would be useful to have women entrepreneurs from the

community, with similar backgrounds to the pamcipants, provide workshops in their
areas of expertise. This could serve a number of purposes: by providing role models for
the participants; by providing training From another perspective; and by providing

another connection or network for the participants. It was also noted that inviting people
with specific knowledge such as zoning regdations and legal requirements would also be

very usefuf. This would serve the purpose of kstroducing participants to the larger

commmity of Winnipeg and vice v e m

Redefining productivity to include unpaid Labour refea to productive acbvity that

is not wnfined to the market-place, and includes such activity as: voi~flteer/wmmunity
work; raising a family; and activity within the informal economy. At least aine of the

women intervieweci were single mothea and were therefore the primary caregivers. The
businesses of five of the women were an extension of their previously unpaid
'reproductive' work, for example, sewing, baking, and chiidare.
Two women said that child care or a child care a.Ilow;ince would have been
usefül especially for weekend and evening meetings. Two other women who were part

of the Taking Charge! group stated that the fuaire of their child care was uncertain and

this was causing them a lot of stress. A concem was raised regarding the child care
subsidy provided to women who are in receipt of Social Assistance benefits. The subsidy

is based on monthly inwme but this fluctuates for a self-employed person and can make
payments M o r d a b l e at times. This is one area where collective lobbying by SEED
Winnipeg, the Credit Circle and other organizations could be practicai.
As mentioned in Chapter Four, previous work experience was invaluable for the

women making the most out of their Credit Circle participation. Seven women were
involved in, or had been involved in, some form of community or volunteer work. Some
of these wornen gained valuable skills as a result, and having these skills made their

training experience in the program more miitful. One woman commented that this type

of c o m m e work was never discussed within the program. She sounded supriseci.
nie program attempts to be flexible and acknowledges the various roles each

woman is responsible for. One of the instnictors discussed the experiences of one

woman and how the group worked together to develop creative solutions so she coutd
take care of her family and do her business.

The previous discussion outlines some of the conditions, values and principles
that SEED Winnipeg and the Credit Circle could incorporate, where they have not
already done so, to mate an environment where the program's 'transformatory potentid'
might be realized Some of these principles are k i n g incorporateci at one level within

the organhtion but not at the program level. If the organization and program are
advocating CED as an alternative economic paradigm, and their efforts are

part

of a

larger social movement, this discrepancy should be exarnined
The organizational structure of SEED Winnipeg is based on a hierarchical model,
but the Credit Circle program is inherently paxticipatory. More connections could be
made between the Board and program participants by enwuraging C r d t Circle
participants to sit on the Board and Management Committee. This would flatten the

hierarchy and wouid also link organizational policy development with the practice.

Both SEED Winnipeg and the Credit Circle program are attempting to use

qualitative indicators as one of their measures of success. Their pamiership with the
Assiniboine Credit Union enables this to occur because of its cornmitment to the goais of

the organization and program. The Credit Circle program, by utilking qualitative
indicaton of success, and by working with women to accommodate their other roles, has
incorporated the notion of productivity as king more than market activiîy.

SEED Winnipeg is aniliated with other organizations whose mandate inchdes
fighting for social change and social justice. But there has been no introduction of this

context at the program level. The Credit Circle creates an environment where women
work together to make changes in their Lives. They are realiPng their own value, selfworth and abilities. in order to define the Credit Cïrcle program as more than just a

business development program and as a means to strengthen the CED movement, it is
imperative that participants be introdud to the wntext.

The Winnipeg Credit Circle and SEED Winnipeg does have transformatory
potential but there are some areas where improvernent can be made. One such are. is in

providing the context and rationale for the prognim as a CED strategy. As discwed in
Chapter Three, CED practitioners point out that programs such as the Credit Circle, and

organizations such as SEED Winnipeg,

must be

connecteci to their constituents, linked

with the larger CED movement at al1 levels, and actively reflect upon their activities on a

Chapter Six:
6.1

Conclusions and Summary Points

Conclusions and Snmrnary Points

This thesis represents a qualitative aoalysis of

the Winnipeg Credit Circle

program through a feminist lem. The Winnipeg Credit Circle is a CED strategy based
on the peer-lendmg mode1 which originated in Bangladesh via Professor Muhammad

Yunus. The Credit Circle is one of a growing number of micro-loan programs in Canada
that are directed at pviding low-income women with training, support and access to
credit so they may take greater control over the econornic and employrnent situations in
their lives. This and sirnilar programs are also designed to overcome gender-specific
barriers which women entrepreneurs have encomterd
Chapter One introduced the rationale for this thesis and the research questions

examine& A bnef introduction of the theoretical framework guiding the research was
presented

The primary framework was developed by Mavine Molyneaux and

distinguishes between women's practical needs and strategic gender interests. Kate
Young has elaborated on her anaiysis by in~oducingthe concept of 'transformatory
potentia17. The secondary kmework around which this study is centred is CED as an
alternative economic paradigm. The Winnipeg Credit Circle is guided by principles that
were developed by the CED Resource Group and these sit at the 'progressive' end of the
continuum.

These pnnciples have guided the development of the program and its

ongoing operatioos. As well, the women actively engage in some of th2 activities
outliaed in the lia of principles, for example, using services and products produced by

other Circle members. But the i n t e ~ e w srevealed that there was no explicit discussion
or linlang of the CED principles with the Credit Circle and the participants. lt is rny

position, following Friedrn81ltl (1987), W o r f (1995) and Griffen Cohen (1995), that

theory and practice need to be linked - at least in an introductory manwr - wbere women

can place wbat they are doing in the larger context of CED. This can also serve to
m g t h e n the whole CED movement.
Chapter Two outlined the concepts of practical and strategic gender interests
which were originally ïntroduced by Maxine Molyneaux (1988). While there has been

sorne criticism of her analysis (Kerans and Drover, 1993) this has been useful in
clari@ng the h e w o r k . This study examineci the practical need of eamùig an income

through selfemployment and outiined six gender-specific barriers women face when
îrying to engage in self-employment Some of the participants face additional barriers
because of their ethnicity, because they are in receipt of Social Assistance benefits, and

because they are single mothers.

Section 6.2 bnefly describes how some of the

participants overcarne some of these barriers.
Chapter Three examined what might be required for the Winnipeg Credit CircIe

and other programs to create an environment of 'transformatory potential.'
examinhg the literature on the progressive stream of CED, women's

By

CED efforts and a

feminist critique of economics, a list of conditions or principles was drawn up. Chapter
Five analyzed these conditions, together with an anaiysis of the Credit Circle program

and SEED Winnipeg. Section 6.3 in this chapter includes sorne summary points. Chapter

Five also investigated whether the Credit Circle program is fulfilling its mandate, and
whether the participants were meeting their own goals.
Chapter Four provided s brief history of the Credit Circle program and how it
functioiis. The selection of intemiewees is also described, and profiles of the women
inte~ewedare also outlin&

These profiles reveai a group of women that have a wide

variety of experiences and backgrounds. While this makes it difficdt to generdize about

the women themselves, there are some shared experiences with other participants in the
program. It is these shared experiences which form the data analyzed in Chapter Five.

Chapter Two laid out gender-speci£icbarriers to self-employment faced by many
women.

The Credit Circle program and similar programs are intended to assist

participants to overcome these bmiers, i.e. these prognuns enable individuals to fulfill
their practical need of eamiag an income through selfemployment. As illustrated in

Chapter Five the Credit Circle program is accomplishing this end at least in part. It is
difficult to say conclusively whether puticipan6 wil l becorne self-suficient because the
businesses are quite young, but most of the women agree that they have gained skills and
the confidence to move them closer to this end

development focus rather than a CED focus.

These barriers reflect a business

The six gender-specific baniers are

outlined below. The following section tackles the more wmplex question of whether the
Program has 'transformatory potential. '

Many women engaging in selfemployment tend to have a poor opinion of

themselves and their abilities, whether for engaging in self-employment or for other

endeavours.

As well, studies bave shown

that women encounter sexist and

discrixninatory attitudes fiom b a h , suppliers, and customers.

There was Little

discussion about the experiences the participants may have had regarding sexist attitudes.

But there was much discussion about how their participation in the program provided a

tremendous b s t in self-esteem and confidence in their abilities to launch their business
and to take control over their lives.

Fourteen of the women stated they felt more

confident in their abilities to Iaunch and maintain their business.
One of the key components of the program, and what makes it different from
many other training programs, is that &er the training is cornplete participants can
access a small loan Almost dl of the participants require a loan to get their business

started While the first loans are beîween $500 to $1,000, it is a big step for these women
to take, and one they do not take lightly. Some of the women experienced a lot of
hardship making their loan payments. The difficulties related to the time-lag between
rnanufachuing the product and eaming incorne to make loan payments, difficulty in

purchasing the necessary piece of equipment for selfemployment, and in one case
business was slow. In spite of these hardships, as of Febniary 1997, for the whole
program, îhere was only one defauit and one woman who was collsfantly delinquent with
her payments. Sorne of the women stated their loan would aiso build up their credit
rating, but whettier this is occwing needs to be examined at a later date.

The training consisted of business-related skills such as marketing and market
research, book-keeping, cash-flow, business forms, risk assessment, finance and
accounting, management and operations, preseatation skills, and access to resources.

The purpose of the training was to provide participants with the skills necessary to launch
and maintain their business, but program providers were hopefid that these skills wouid

also be baasferable to other endeavors, either as an entrepreneur or as an employee. The
training was easier for those participants who had a base fkom which to start For the

most part, classes were large and a lot of material was covered in a short time-hme,

which caused some fiutration. But in general the women interviewed gaineci skills in
one or more areas. There was also agreement that the program muld be longer, classes
could be smailer, and sorne areas such as book-keeping codd benefit frorn a more in-

depth study. As a result of evaluations by participants, program providers made Mme

adjustments to the curriculum and added one-day workshops on specific topics such as
filing incorne tax retums. As discussed in Chapter Four, the instructon must have a wide

range of skills and knowledge of different subject areas. It is measonable to expect one

or two people to be able to cover al1 that aeeds to be covered hviting entrepreneurs and
business people who corne from the same communities as the participants would

introduce role models to the participants and aiso provide training fiom a different
perspective. These role models are important because they could potentially break-down
the stereotype that successful entrepreneurs are white men. This is also one of the areas

where program participants could make connections with the community.

The peer-lending model, whether it is adapted to the Third World or North
Amencan conte*

is designed around the principles of peer pressure, collective

responsibility and group support. The Circle is intended to be a business support group.

But, as discussed, the Iine between business and personal goals is not dways clear. As a

result, the Circles provide both business and personai support, but a baiance must be

maintainai. The Cùcles that functioned well were valuable sources of ideas,
encouragement and inspiration. But given the nature of group dyoamics not ail Circles
b c t i o n as well as others. Some Circles are able to overcome conflict and problems as
they arise but others are not h the latter case, the Circle may dissolve. As discussed in

Chapter Four this c m leave the women feeling let down and isolated Making gains in

seIf-coufidence might enable an individual to deal with the confiict and problems more
appropnately, but gaining mediation and negotiation skilis could also be usehl and
would be a positive addition to the &y workshops.

Wornen remain the primary caregivers even as they pursue their self-employment.
Nhe of the women intervieweci were single mothers. Participants in receipt of Social
Assistance benefits are eligible for a child-care subsidy, but due to sporadic earnuigs
fiom selfemployment the subsidy amount differs month-to-month, making it difficult to
pay. The women also need child-care support for Circle meetings, but the subsidized

child care will not cover evening and weekend meetings. This is one area where Credit
Cucle program providers, together with other program providers of similar programs, and

the women themselves, wuld lobby for changes at the provincial and natiooal level. The
program also needs to develop innovative solutions to the child-care dilemma that many
of the women face. The Comox Valley Credit Circle Progmm on Vancouver Island, BC
encourages Circle mernbers to develop a pool to assist with childcare expenses

(Shalanski, 1997).

resulf the Circks provide both business and personai support, but a balance must be
maintauid The Circles that functioned weil were valuable sources of ideas,

encouragement and inspiration. But given the aature of group dynam~csnot aii Circies
fimction as well as others. Some Cïrcles are able to overcome conflict and problems as
they arise but others are not In the latter case, the Circle may dissolve. As discussed in

Chapter Four this can l a v e the women feeling let d o m and isolated. M a h g gains Ui
self-confidence might enable an individual to deal with the conflict and problems more
appropriately, but gaining mediation and negotiation skills could also be useful and
wouid be a positive addition to the &y workshops.

Women remah the primary caregivers even as they pursue their self-employment.
Nine of the wornen i n t e ~ e w e dwere single mothers. Participants in receipt of Socid
Assistance benefits are eligible for a child-care subsidy, but due to sporadic earnings

fiom selfemployment the subsidy amount ciiffers month-to-month, making it difficult to
pay. The wornen also need childcare support for Circle meetings, b ~ athe subsidized

child care will not cover evening and weekend meetings. This is one area where Credit
Circle program providers, together with other program providers of similar programs, and
the women themselves, wuld lobby for changes at the provincial and national level. The
program also needs to develop hovative solutions to the child-care dilemma thaî many

of the women face. The Comox Valley Credit Circle Program on Vancouver Island, BC

encourages Circle members to develop a pool to assist with childcare expenses
(Shalanski, 1997).

The fuial barrier faced by seffemployed women is that in spite of the long hours
and hard work they often receive low financial returns. This may have to do with the
type of business but this research was less concemeci with the quantitative success. As

well, given that the businesses are so yormg, it is difficult to detemine what their futiire

eamings might be. But the primary goal of most of the women intewiewed was to
become self-sufficient ancl, where it applied, to get off Social Assistance. Will they meet
these goals? While the women express confidence in their abilities to reach their goals,
this remaùis a question to be addressed by future researcb

The above discussion mainly examhed participants. ability to engage in selfemployment so they may earn an income. This was made possible by their participation

in the Credit Circle program which assisted them to overcome specific barriers.
Therefore, it c m be said that the program is enabling them to punue their practical need

of eaming an income. Does this need have 'transfomatory potential" i.e., does it have
the potential for changing women's position in society? By extension, as a result of the
role played by the program in addressing this need, does the Credit Circle program have
"transformatorypotential"?
The literature discussing practical and strategic needs (Molyneaux, 1983; Young,
1988; Moser, 1987, 1993; Friedmann, 1992) acknowledges that achieving the latter is a

long-term and contentious stnrggle. This research has been guided by the assurnption
that this potential must be developed and nurtured in a supportive environment, where

political strategizing can begin, before engaging in the struggies outlined by Fraser
( 1989).

This research outlined several criteria, conditions or principles that organizations
could incorporate to create this environment. These conditions include, but are not
limited to: an inclusive and participatory framework; qualitative indiaitors as m a u r e s

of success; participation in broader coalitions; enabling a criticai consciousness; citical

education; and redefining productivity to include mpaid labour. The Credit Circle
program and SEED Winnipeg already incorporate some, but not d l , of these phciples.

The program is inherently inclusive and participatory. Participants corne from the
different ethnic groups that make up Winnipeg's mosaic. The Board of Directors and the

Advisory Committee of SEED Winnipeg are compnsed of representatives from a number

of the social and economic justice organizations, academic institutions, and cultural
orgariuations. There are also at least N o previous SEED clients sitthg on the Board.

But there is a gap between the Board and program parhcipants. 1 believe this gap ne&
to be reduced so that the hierarchy is flattened and the Board can gain a greater

understanding of what affect the program is having on participants. This is Illiking the
theory and practice of CED.

This would also introduce participants to the larger

rnovement for social and economic justice, which needs support in order to gain more

mornentum.
Three other conditions - cntical education, developing critical coasciousness and
participating in the broader coalitions

-

are interrelated

Presently, the training

component of the Credit Circie program consists primarily of business skills. Adult

Education principles were used for the original intake, where the cinncdum was based
around the knowledge of the participants. Now there is a set curriculum and program
providers have modified the prognun in response to comments fiom participants.

By introducing the context of the Credit Circle, Le. a CED strategy which is intended to
strengthen the structure of the tocai economy and promote sharing of wealth, power, and

decision-making (CEDResource Group), this takes the program beyond sirnpty k i n g a

business development program. The environment in which the program operates is
mutuaily supporthg and provides the participants with an irnproved sense of self-worth.

Discussing the context can add to the gains in self-esteexn by connecting the women into
something much larger than the program or their businesses. This may also facilitate the
women engaging in collective action around issues which directly affect them, such as
inadequate child care support in order for CED to be a social movement it requûes
involvement by people fiom different segments of society. But individuals are not going
to participate if they have little or no knowledge about i t Credit Circle participants need
to be introduced to the concept of CED, so that it does not remain a theoretical constnict.
Qualitative indicators of success are gaining increasing attention fiom

practitioners and researchers involved in CED.

This is occming because of the

acknowledgment tbat quantifiable measures provide an incomplete definition of program

or individual 'success'. A h , by usùig these indicators, there is reinforcement of the
daim that the concept of value must be widened to include non-market activity. The
i n t e ~ e w sfor this thesis were also used to write a paper for the Credit Circle program
(Reynolds, 1998) which examined what influence the program had on the participant's

selfkonfidence and self-esteem. Program providers document how many loans are
disbursed, repayment rates, and numbers of businesses launched
The value of redefining productivity to inciude unpaid labour has been

inwrporated into the Credit Circle program. Program providen are aware of, and try to
respect,women's scheduies.

Given the criteria outlined above, the Winnipeg Credit Circle has 'îransformatory
potential.' There are areas where program providers can modifj. the content. But, as

discussed, addressing strategic gender interests involves stnggles that will occur on

different fronts and over the longterm. These stniggles need to occur in order to shift
the balance of power and to strengthen communities.

Proponents of a feminist analysis of planning theory and practice caution that
traditionally these bave tended to be pnder-blind, and this has resuited in both isolating

and deoigrating women (Ritzdorf, 1995; Sandercock and Forsyth, 1992; Fainstein, 1992;
MacGregor, 1995; Moore Milroy, 1991). Fainstein (1992) argues this is apparent in the
two most significant planning arenas - economic development and land-use planning.
Economic development as measured by the market ignores and devalues women's work

in the home, even though it facilitates the occurrence of 'productive' work Traditional
land-use planning assumes a clear division between the public and private spheres, where
women are identified within the private sphere and men within the public sphere. This

assumption results in activities and interventions perceived as appropriate for each

sphere, in spite of the tived reality of many families where the distinction between the
two domains is not so mat.

The activities of the Credit Circle participants challenge the assumption that there
is a clear division between public and private domains. Fifieen of the seventeen women
i n t e ~ e w e dfor this research work in their own home. Many selfemployed work from
theu homes. but the La60w Force Update: The Ser-Empioyed (1997). Statistics

Canada's moçt recent survey of the self-employed, does not provide figures. There are
figuresfor people who work at home, but not al1 are selfemployed. A recent Gallop Pol1
estimateci that 2.1 7 million Caaadians work at home some of the tirne (Gurstein, 1995).

The 1991 census found that 743,000 Canadians worked at home for pay (excluding
agricultural workers) (Lipvenko, 19%). The growing numbers of home-based workers
and telecommuters has implications for planners in the areas of housing design,

neighbourhood planning, and transportation planning.
There is a growing literature within the planning discipline which more closely

examines the phenornenon. With an increase of home-based work one of the arguments
in favour of this activity is that it provides solutions to the planning ills of pollution and
congestion (Handy and Mokhtarian, 1995). But there are aiso concerns that on a large
sale is codd increase urban sprawl and ex-urban development (Gurstein, 1995). Some

rural communities have prornoted home-based work as an economic development
sbategy (Handy and Moichtarian, 1995). In Gurstein's (1995) srirvey of teleworkers 115
of those i n t e ~ e w e dsaid they already had or were planning to move out of the city.

There are implications for the building industry as home worken modi& or
renovate their homes to accommodate their work

Gurstein's (1995) s w e y of

teleworkers indicated they did such work as pibting in mw Iighting, painting the interior
and exterior, installing new carpeting, renoMting and finishing rooms, and improving
ventilation. One-third of those sweyed by Gurstein (1 995) had already moved or were
planning to rnove to a larger home to accommodate working at home. The housing
industry needs to develop innovative design solutions where workers can balance their

work and family under the same roof with minimal stress.
There are implications for neighbourhood planning. Much of the present zoning

maintains a segregation of use which pu& home-based workers in a tenuous position

(Gurstein, 1995). Home-based work dso makes the neighbourhood more important for
the social seMces aspect Ahrentzen's (1989) study indicates an increase in use of workrelated facilities and services in residential neighbourhoods. The demand for work-

related services may also lead to the development of neighbourhood centres where
people c m rent a work station and access such senrices as child-are, a copy centre and
poa office. These centres could alw link with existing infrastncture such as elementary

schwls and community centres (Gurstein, 1995), creating new types of community
spaces. These facilities would c.hange the face of many suburban neighbourhoods.

Planners can play a role in monitoring and evaluating the effects of home-based work on
the building and housing industries, on rnunicipalities and on their regulations,
transportation policies, and wighbohood planning. It wodd also be necessary for

planners to disseminate information and straîegies which maxirnize the positive benefits

and minimize the negatives.
This reserirch also attempts to challenge the assumption of separate public and
privaîe spaces highlighted by Fainstein The vision of CED abvocated by this research
includes redefïning productivity to include al1 work performed by women.

The

importance of this work is realized by creating flexible structures whereby the women are
not penalized for tending to their fàmily responsibilities. Chapter Four incorporates this

principle as one of the conditions necessary to cmte an environment of 'tramformatory
potential'.
My interpretation of the interviews challenges the assumption. The businesses of
five o f the women were an extension of their previously unpaid 'reproductive' work, for

example, sewing, baking, and child-care. Seven women were involved in, or had been
involved in, some form of community or volunteer work Some of these women gained
valuable skills as a result, and havùig these skills made their training experience in the
program more fruitful.
As stated in Chapter Three, planners have tended to limit participation by diverse

and margmalized groups in their planning processes (MacGregor, 1995). This exclusion
relates in part to planning's origins as a technical activity. Qualitative research is one
rnethod by which the voices of marginalïzed groups like poor women can be heard This
research method was chosen for that reason. Also, by promoting the conditions and
values outlined in Chapter Three and Four, plannea can participate in changing women's

position in society.

P h e r s (Moser, 1987, 1993; Rathgerber, 1990; Friedmann, 1992) have relied
upon Molyneaux's m e w o r k for their analysis, but this has prunarily been in the Third
World context Sandercock and Forsyth (1990) propose that Molyneaux's framework
would be useful in the context of the developed world and for futine planning research

This researcher is encoumged by their proposal and hopes this research adds to their c d .

6.5

Further Research
Research of programs similar to the Credit Circle (Berard and Brown, 1994;

Edgcomb et al., 1996) conclude that there is a need to engage in long-term follow-up of
clients in order to monitor the program in tems of meeting its goals. This research
provides the Credit Circle program with a basis to engage in future research.
At lest five of the women intervieweci were refemd to the program by

employment counsellors or welfare workers. A few of the women who were in receipt of
Social Assistance benefits said they were experiencing problems or miscommunications
with their welfare worker. Given the role played by fiont line welfare workers and

employment couosellors, research investigating their perceptions and experiences with

prognuns like the Credit Circle could prove useful for developing more supportive policy
and regulatioas.
As oinlined in Chapter Three, there is growing interest in research which

examines qualitative indicators as measures of success, rather than the more conventionai
quantitative indicators. Planners have to work with such issues as quality of life, and
engage in cornmunity development activities. Neither of these issues or activities lend

thernselves well to quantificatJ00. Therefm, plplanning research needs to contribute to
this research.

Edgcomb et al., (19961, in their review of different US micro-extterprise
programs, state that M e r research needs to include evaluatioos of the training

effectiveness of these programs. Performance measures also need to be created so they

cm used over-the and for comparative purposes. They du, acknowledge a lack of a
single methodology which incorporates best pmtices of management policies and staff
skills.
The provincial housing corporation in BC does not allow an individual to work
fiom their home.

According to April English, ex-pro-

director of BCHMC7s

Cornmmity Houshg Initiatives program, this is a disincentive for women in public

housing to pumie self-employment ( p e n o d interview). Alternatively, women are
engaging in self-employrnent activities and thereby jeopardizing their housing. This
restrictive policy reflects the assumption of the chision between public and private

spheres. Research must be done to facilitate policy changes within such bureaucracies.
Incorporating women's reproductive work into the market is gaining recognition.
Statistics Canada, in the 1996 National Census, included a question which asked about

hours of unpaid work. The results will show the hours spent on household work and on

unpaid care of children and assistance to seniors. This information will provide a better
understanding of how such activities contribute to the economic and social well-king of
the Caaadan population (Statistics Canada, 1996). This information has implications for

plamers engaging in economic development strategies, as they must be able to integrate
these activities if they are to develop successful straîegies.
A number of statisticai analyses of women and work were utilized for this

research (Belcourt et aL, 1991; Federal Development Business Ba&

1992; Berard and

Brown, 1994) but there appears to be a middle-class b i s . Given the growing number of
poor women beginning to engage in selfemployment as a result of programs such as the
Credit Circle, it would be appropriate for future research to include the statistical data

and experiences of poor women trying to engage in selfemployment Planning research
which examines women engaging in home-based work must also incorporate the
experiences of poor women-

Appendu 1
Letter of Agreement between Brigid Reynolds and SEED Winnipeg,Credit Circle
E'rogram

SEED Winnipeg would iike to evaluate the Credit Circle prognun to determine what the
participants are gauiing in terms of transferable business skills and personal skills. The
purpose of this pmject is not to evduate the success or fiiilure of the program.
In achieving this end the Credit Circle prohas requested the assistance of Brigid
Reynolds to cany out the researcb Brigid Reynolds is a graduate student, masters of
city planning at the University of Manitoba. This work is king doue in conjlmction with
her practicum project which is to examine the peer-lending mode1 as it operates at SEED
Winnipeg and to explore how successfbi it is in achieving its stated goals. As well as
exploring how such a program works towards achieving broader community economic
development.
Brigid Reynolds agrees to:
develop the interview and evaluation twl,
interview participants of the Credit Circle Program,
i n t e ~ e wSEED and Credit Circle staff as well as Assiniboine Credit Union stafT (al1
interviews will be tape recorded to ensure accuracy)
analyze the data, and
write a final report.
Guarantee confidentiality of persona1 information

Provide a copy of the completed practicum project.
in conjunction with the practicum project, get approval frorn the ethics cornmittee at the
Faculty of Architecture7University of Manitoba.
This work will be done in consultation with SEED Winnipeg
The approximate Mie-line:
develop intenkw and evaluation tool immediately to be cornpleted by Jmuary
begin intewiewing SEED and Credit Circle staff January
set up and conduct interviews - Janand Febniary (tape recorder)
get the fint set of interviews done by end of Febniary
do any follow up i n t e ~ e w in
s April
final report to be compIeted by the end of Juiy

SEED Winnipeg agrees to:
make any necessary information available to Bngid Reynolds
assist with the project where necessary, e.g acting as liaison with program participants
pay for the cost of printuig and any binding of the fllial project document

make copies of the nnal document available to any participants, board members, fhders
etc-

Appendix II
Introduction in Credit Circle Newstetter
Credit Circle Research Project
I'rn Brigid Reynolds, a student at the University of Manitoba in the Department of
City Planning. I'rn doing a project for SEED Winnipeg about the Credit Cirde and

hope to interview a number of you (appmeimately 20). These ÏnteMews are also
going to be an integral part of my final research pmject for my degree in City
Planning at the University of Manitoba.

The purpose of the interviews and the pmject is to find out about your
experiences with the Credit Cirde program. I would Iike to find out what you feel
you have gained in ternis of business skills, interpersonal skills, and any other job
related skills. Are there some things about the program that you feel should be
changed, and what should not be changed? Iam also interested in the goals you
have set for yourself and your business. m e r areas for discussion indude
econornics and community econornic development.
The interviews wiIl be infornial one-teone conversations. All the information will
be confidential and any reports or publications willnot include your names. I
hope to do the interviews in January and Febniary. Ifyou agree to be
inte~ewed
we will set up a time and place that is convenient to you.

Brenda Blom will be speaking with some of you directly, and with the Cirde
Coordinators about the inteMews. She will be trying to get a sense of who would
be willing to be interviewed.
Please cal1 me, Brigid, at 284-3358 if you have any questions (1 will be out of town
from December 14 to January 5). Or you can speak with Brenda at 944-9936.
I look foward to meeting with you.

Appendir m

Initial Contact
(to be read by the interviewer over the phone)

Hi, my name is Brigid Reynolds. 1 am a student in City P l d g and 1 am doing my final
research papa on the Winnipeg Credit Circle (CC). Part of this research will be for the
SEED Winnipeg.

I got your name h m Brenda. I understand she mentioned it at various group meetings 1
also introduced myself in a blurb in the newsletter üiat came out in December.
I am interested in your expenences and your perceptions about the program. More
particularly 1 am interested in how you feel the CC is fiilfilling its mandate and how you
feel CC is meeting your goals and objectives. SEED is interesteci in what gains you have
made in personal development.
will take approximately one hour, may be a linle more or a Little iess
The i n t e ~ e w
depending on what there is to say. 1h o p the interview can be an informal discussion 1
have a number of questions 1 wouid like to address, but 1 would like you to add things
that you want to discuss.
1 want you to know that any pers04 information about yourself or others that we discuss
is confidential. Personal information refers to your name, the uame and type of your
business, as weli as your personai and business addresses. Your name will not a p p

either in my notes or any report. The only other person that wili have access to rny notes
and tapes is my research advisor from the University, but your name is not attached My
advisory cornmittee will have access to edited versions of the intewiew transcriptç. The
general public will have access to excerpts of the i n t e ~ e w .
During the discussion you do not have to talk about anythmg you don2 want to and you
cm end the discussion at any time. 1would like to tape record the discussion if that is

okay.
If you are interested, it could take place at your place if you wanted, my home, 1 have an
office at U of M or a quiet place convenient to you Also at a time that is convenient to
you If you need child care or bus fare 1wuid help with the w s t
Are you interested? Do you want to thuik about it? Would you like tirne to think about it?
Could we set up a time and place?

Thanks for your interest and 1 look forward to meeting you.
Cal1 me at 284-3358 if you need to reschedde or cancel.

interview Introduction (to be read by intenriewer)

Pm Brigid Reynolds and a student of Ciîy Planning at the University of Manitoba
The purpose of the research is to nnd out nom you what your perceptions and
experiences of the program are. 1am doing this research for my final paper for my
school program and for SEED Winnipeg. More pticularly 1am interested in how you
feel the Winnipeg Credit Circle is fblfilling its mandate. 1 am also înterested in how you
feel the prognun is fulfilling your goals. Another question 1 am interested in, is how the
peer-lenduig mode1 addresses longer temis changes for women in our sociq. SEED
Winnipeg wodd like to know what you have gained in ternis of persod development I
hope this cm be an informal dixussion.
Thank you for agreeing to take part in this. Is it okay with you that I tape record the
eaables me to be as accurate as possible with
discussion? Tape recording the i n t e ~ e w
the information you give me. If you prefer that I don? record the i n t e ~ e w1 will rely on
my notes. Upon reviewing rny notes 1 may find that too much has been lost Ifthis
occurs 1 may not include yoin interview in the research Do you still want to continue?
1 want you to know that any personal idonnation about yourself or others that we discuss

is confidential. Personal information refers to your name, the name and type of your
business, as well as your personal and business addresses Your name will not appear
either in my notes or any report. The ody other person that will have access to my notes
and tapes is my research advisor from the university, but your name is not attachd My
advisory cornmittee will bave access to edited versions of the i n t e ~ e w
transcripts. The
general public will have accas to excerpts of the interview.
If there are any questions that you don't want to answer just say so. Also, you can end the
interview at any time during. This is the off button for the record, and you can tum it off
at any time.
Can you please sign this letter of consent before we begin. It is a formality that the
University requires. And also to let you know that 1 take your confidentiality very
seriously.
The i n t e ~ e wwill take approximately 1 hou., but may be longer or shorter depending on
how it goes.

Do you have any questions before we begin?
1 would like you to know a bit about me so you know where Pm carning fiom.
1 moved here fiom Vancouver and worked with a community organization around issues
of comrnunity development and anti-poverty. 1 am interested in adding the economic

dimension to community development 1 believe programs like the Credit Circle have
this potentid.

,agee to participate in an interview with Bngid Reynolds,
graduate student, Department of City Plannins University of Manitoba, under
the direction of Dr. Dana Stewart (ph.474-6797).

1,

The information I give will remain confidentid in that m y name and addreçsg,
both persona.and business, as well as the name and type of my busines wiU not
be included in any published reports. Excerpts hom the interview may be
included m any published reports. My participation m this i n t e ~ e w
is entirely
voluntary*
1agree to have m y name appear in the adaiowledgments Section in the research
paper. (Cirde one)

I understand I can withdraw from this interview at any t h e , I may refuse to
answer any particular question and 1may tum off the tape recorder at any tinte.
signed (participant's name)
date

Please send m e a copy of this research project. (Cirde one)

My address (for mailing the research report) is:

Appendix V I
List of Key i n f o m t s

Brenda Blom, Coordinator Winnipeg Credit Circle Prograrn
Alice Cheatley, Winnipeg Credit Circle Management Committee
Agatha Doerksen, Consultant who developed the Winnipeg Credit Circle Rognun

Shirley Forsyth, Winnipeg Credit Circle Management Comrnitîee
Dave Leland, SEED Board Member
Garry Loewen, Gened ManagerySEED Winnipeg

Jacqui Meckling, Winnipeg Credit Circle Instructor

Mary Morgan, Consultant who developed the Winnipeg Credit Circle Program
Joanne Punris, Coordinator, Taking Charge! Program
Ross Rathny, Community Development Officer, Assiniboine Credit Union
Gary Wagner, Chief Credit Officer, Assininboine Credit Union

Appendix W

FACT SIEET
Code name:

Place of intewiew
Finish:
Why chosen:
Age group:

Type ofbusiness:
When did you come to the program?

How did you come to the program, eg. on your o w q through another training program,
with a fnend?

Participant InteMew Guide and Prompts
(to be read by the interviewer)
What were you doing before your participation in the program?
Probes- job, homdparesrting, employment, hili or part-time

1.

Where do you stand in t e m of fomiing your business?
2.
Probes -Have you joined a credit circle yet?
Have you received a loan yet? Ifso, would you mind telling me how much?

What were your expectations when you came into the program? Have they been
3.
met?
Probes - what were your personal goals, business goals, financial goals?
Tell me about your participation in the C r d t Circle training program
Probes - has it been a positive exphence?
- what are 3 things you would like to see change, 3 things that should remain?

4.

Do you feel that you gained employment or business skills and gained in persoual
developrnent?
Robe - self-esteem, confidence, stress management, wnflict management, negotiation
business planning, communication, presentation, orpaniuation
5.

6.

How would you describe yourself before you came into the program? How would

you describe yourself MW?
Probe

- confidence levels, asserting yourself in a public setting

7.
As a result of your participation in the Credit Circle do you feel that you are more
or less likely to satisQ your financial needs by starting your own business or by getting a
job?
Are you interesteci in getfing involved in community issues since mcipating in
8.
the program?
Probe what is your participation in the community

-

What role do you see the Credit Circle program playing in the larger cummunity?
9.
Probe do you see it as a real alternative, band-aid solution

-

Is there anythmg else that you would like to discuss that you think is important, but has
not been raised?

Key Informant I n t e ~ e w
Guide
(to be read by the interviewer)
1.
Can you discuss the evolution of the Winnipeg Credit Circle? What has your role
ken? How long have you been involved?

To what extent do the participants inform the training curriculum?
Do you thùik participants participation in the whole program is adequate, too much, too
Me?
Do you think women could take a more active role in the Ioan review process?
2.

What is the relationship of the management cornmittee to the participants of the
3.
program?

L'm hoping you can comment on some of the positive aspezts of the Credit Circle
and some of the limitations of the Credit Circte program?

4.

I understand that some changes have occurred with the progmm, eg course
curriculum, now accepting men, and pre-forrned groups. Now that the Credit Circle is
over one year old and a large number of people have participated., can you comment on
these changes? Are there other changes that have k e n signtficant? What changes do
you see in the future?
5.

How does the Management Cornmittee (Assiniboine Credit Union) (trainer)
6.
evaluate the program success of the Credit Circle and whether to continue the program?
What impact do you think the Credit Circle has on the broder community? Do
you see the Credit Circle as a real alternative or more of an income supplement program?
7.

Is there anything else that you would like to discuss that you think is important, but has
not been raised?

Appendix M
CED Rincipla
1. Use of Locally Proâuced Coads and
Servias
1.1 Purchases of good and services
produced locally.

1.2 Circulation of incorne within the
local community;l a s incorne drain
1 -3 Stronger economic linkages within
the local community.
1.4 Less dependency on outside markets.
1-5 Greater community self-reliance.
1.6 Restoration of balance in the local
economy,
2. Production of Go& and Services
for Local Use
2.1 Creation of goods and services for
use in the local comrnunity.
2.2 - 2.6 Same as 1.2 - 1.6.
3. Local Re-lnvestment of Profits
3.1 Use of profits to expand local

economic activiîy.
3-2 Stop profit drainage.
3-3 Investment that increases comrnunity
self-reliance and cooperation.
4. Long-term Employmeat of h

l
Residents
4.1 Long-term jobs in areas which have
experienced chronic uaemployment or
underemployment
4.2 Reduction of dependency on welfare
and foodbanks.
4.3 Opportunities to live more socially
productive 1ives.
4.4 Personal and community self esteem.
4.5 More wages and salaries spent in the
local cornmunity.
S. Local Skiii Development

5.1 Training of local residents.

5 -2Training geared to community
developrnent needs.
5.3 Higher labour productivity.
5.4 Greater employability in
communities which have historically
experienced high unemployment
5.5 Greater productive capability of
economicdy depressed areas.

6. Local Decision Malong

6.1 Local ownership and control.
6.2 Cooperative fomis of ownership and
conîroi.
6-3 Grassroots involvement
6.4 Communiîy self determination
6.5 People working together to meet
community needs.
7. Public Eealth
7.1 Physical and mental heaiîh of
community residents.
7.2 Healthier families.
7.3 More effective schooling.
7.4 More productive workforce.

8. Physical Environment
8.1 Healthy neighbourhoods.
8.2 Safe neighbourhoods.

8.3 Attractive neighbourhoods.
8.4 EcologicaI sensitivity.
9. Neighbourhood Stability

9.1 Dependable housing.
9.2 Long-term residency.
9.3 Base for long-term community
development.
10. Human Dignity

10.1 Self respect
10.2 Communiîy spirit
10.3 Gender equaiity.

10.4 Respect for seniors.
10.5 Respect for children
10.6 Social dignity regardles of

personal, physical or mental clifferences.
10.7 Social dignity regardiess of natiod
or ethnic background, colour or c d
10.8 Aboriginal pride.
11. Support for Other CED uiitietives
1 1.1 Mutually supportive trade among
organizatiors with similar community

development goals in Winnipeg and
elsewhere.
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